People and Furniture

You – the key aspect of a chair.
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Dear readers, users, customers:
Do you know what's most important for us with regard to our tables and
chairs? You are! The fact that you like our furniture is vital for the success
of our company.
Today, Brunner ranks among the leading manufacturers of contract furniture in Europe. Our tables and chairs can be found nearly everywhere.
So it’s a fair chance that we’ve already met – maybe at the airport, in the
office, in a cafeteria, in a concert, at a congress or even in a hospital.
After all, we're developing high quality contract furniture for a wide range
of applications, furniture changing public spaces into spaces for living –
and in doing so, we will reserve the best seats for you anytime.
With award-winning solutions, a practically inexhaustible variety of models
and designs, materials, colours, fabrics and at least the same amount
of creativity and experience, we make sure that your individual wishes
turn into a fascinating part of reality. By producing furniture that will
keep you happy in the long run, because it fulfils the highest demands on
longevity, functionality and aesthetics on a top quality level. In a word:
With our passion for extraordinary ambient solutions and products, we –
the members of the Brunner family and all Brunner employees – make
even the impossible possible for you, our customers. We invite you to take
a closer look at how we do this on the following pages.
Wishing you an exciting and entertaining read, we remain yours sincerely,
Helena, Rolf and Dr Marc Brunner
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160

Gliders and castors
For any floor and any situation:
glider versions and functions.

216

MIS
A trend-setting presentation technolology.
Multimedia Integration System in the table.

258

ESN
Comfortable, economical, straightforward:
the electronic seat numbering system.

260

Folding tables
Fast, lightweight, sophisticated:
folding table ranges.

264

Storage systems
Flexible, space-saving, secure.
Storage systems for tables and chairs.

266

Fire prevention
Your safety is our standard:
materials and functions for events.

370

Hygiene
A clean solution:
hygiene is a top priority in care homes and hospitals.

084

universal

092

verona
Modernity for every occasion.
Chairs and cross-bar benches with a moulded
wooden shell.

148

plaza steel
Comfortable functionality.
Four-legged chair and cantilever chair with
wood / steel frame.

102

trust
Lightweight and sturdy.
The four-legged folding table.

150

plaza comfort
Extraordinarily comfortable.
Four-legged chair with special comfort seat shell.

106

milanolight
Design pure: filigree and versatile.
Chair with patented moulded wooden shell.

154

cross
Flexibility through functional design.
A versatile table range.

110

milanolight comfort
Pure design with extra comfort.
Upholstered chair with closed arm-rests.

156

cross . cross.flip
To sit, stand and fold.
A versatile table range.

112

milanoclassic
Pure design with formal edges.
The classic in the milano family.

158

ungers
Clear design and perfect shape.
A stackable four-legged chair with arm-rests.

114

milanoflair
Pure design with mesh backs.
The transparent addition to the milano family.

160

Glides and castors
For any floor and any situation:
glide versions and functions.

118

sleight
Patented mechanism, easy handling.
The folding table with practical added value.

162

office

170

finasoft
Slim and comfortable.
High-quality conference chair – as swivel chair
or cantilever chair.

120

sleight ultralight
Ultra-lightweight.
The folding table with practical added value.

122

fina
Light with many strengths.
A comfortable chair with a slim moulded wooden shell.

174

milanosoft
Pure design with noticeably gentle forms.
The representative model in the milano family.

132

linos
In wood or plastic.
A comfortable chair for large or small rooms.

176

too 2.0
The transparent office chair that adjusts.
A functional office programme with mesh back.

140

prime
Memorable design for large spaces.
Linear stacking chair.

180

too
The office chair that adjusts automatically.
A functional office programme.

146

plaza classic
Timeless excellence.
Four-legged chair with wood / steel frame.

186

drive
Ergonomic and versatile.
A high-quality office programme.
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194

torino
New interior design possibilities.
A versatile table range.

236

alite
Beautifully lightweight.
Innovative lightweight stacking chair.

202

tempus
Comfort on top form.
A representative conference chair.

240

sting
Matter-of-fact and functional.
Stackable shell chair with square tube frame.

204

tempuro
Lightweight and modern.
Swivel easy chair with plastic backrest.

244

kassel
Exemplary comfort.
Arm-rest chair with integrated row linking system.

206

state
Versatile, adjustable, electrifiable.
A modular table concept.

246

fox
Variety as standard:
the series with numerous possibilities.

210

sereno
Ergonomic seating enjoyment with top design.
Stackable cantilever chair.

252

eagle
Lightweight and elegant.
Four-legged chair.

212

spira . spira.sit
Variable, timeless, functional.
Table and chair as a formal unit.

254

tool 2
Even safer, even more options:
developing tool further.

216

MIS
A trend-setting presentation technology.
Multimedia Integration System in the table.

256

golf
The comfortable design classic.
Stackable row chair.

258
220

event

ESN
Comfortable, economical, straightforward:
the electronic seat numbering system.

228

first class
New ideas for large rooms:
stackable row chairs with interlocking frames

260

Folding tables
Fast, lightweight, sophisticated:
folding table ranges.

first place
New ideas for large rooms:
vertically stackable with interlocking frames.

264

Storage systems
Flexible, space-saving, secure.
Storage systems for tables and chairs.

first line
New ideas for big venues:
vertically stackable with arm-rests and frame-linking.

266

Fire prevention
Your safety is our standard:
materials and functions for events.

232

234

268

cafeteria

318

airport

276

twin
Colorful, lightweight and weather resistant:
Sturdy plastic chair for indoor and outdoor use.

326

take
Modular, safe, innovative.
The premium waiting room range with lots of extras.

278

salsa
Simply straightforward.
A stackable chair for both indoor and outdoor use.

334

care

342

window
State-of-the-art technology for the highest standards.
Care series in moulded wood.

352

taceo
Functional, ergonomic, homely.
Care series for the discerning.

364

buena nova
Elegant functionality.
Solid wood furniture for living areas and cafeterias.

370

Hygiene
A clean solution:
hygiene is a top priority in care homes and hospitals.

374

References
Products according to areas of application
Addresses
Design prizes and awards

282

we_talk
new possibilities for spontaneous break-outs:
table, barstool and bar bench.

284

spring
Comfort for guests.
Fully upholstered solid wood chair.

286

clear
Clear and comfortable.
A linear solid wood range.

290

bright
Robust lightness.
A low-maintenance plastic series.

292

lounge

300

grato
Comfortable and full of combinations:
flexible waiting furniture program offering
many possibilities.

308

finalounge
Slim and cushy –
the easy chair for relaxed waiting.

310

milanolounge
Pure design to relax.
The comfortable expansion of the milano family.

312

cala
Comfortable design.
The sophisticated upholstery range.

314

havana
A discerning classic.
The sophisticated upholstery range.

316

meet
Contrast and comfort.
The eye-catching upholstery range.

381
382
384
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Passion for outstanding furniture.
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History
Making the impossible
possible.
The passion for outstanding furniture as well as the willingness
and ability to make the seemingly impossible possible are the
foundations on which the company has been built right from the
start: equipped with the right idea, sound know-how and a used
VW Bully, Rolf and Helena Brunner set off in 1977 to realise a
customer’s order on their own accord after it had been rejected
by the management of their – by now former – employer who
considered it an impossible task.
Today, Brunner is one of the leading manufacturers of high-quality
contract furniture. This success is not least based on the thorough
understanding of what contract furniture must provide in order to
meet aesthetic and functional requirements – and what it can
do to exceed them. The company’s vision to serve the customer
right from the outset in order to achieve the best possible result
is therefore a practiced tradition in a business that has made the
seemingly impossible possible from day one.

Company . History
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Serving the customer right from the start.
With a good dose of passion, courage and talent for improvisation,
Rolf and Helena Brunner made the seemingly impossible possible –
resulting in a very satisfied first customer of the Brunner company.
Today, the contract furniture manufacturer boasts state-of-theart production facilities and technologies and employs more than
350 members of staff. But despite all the change, the entrepreneurial ambition to fulfil and exceed customer requirements is still
as strong as on the very first day.

The first Brunner
production hall
in 1978 and
impressions of the
manufacturing
processes.

Company . History

Rolf Brunner
during the
opening speech.
A large-scale ad
and a large
signal in the FAZ
in 1998.
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Family
Responsibility for more than
one generation.
Brunner stands for contract furniture that never ceases to inspire.
And for a family business that is characterised by its passion for
outstanding quality, a long-term perspective, great dedication and
commitment to intrinsic value. This culture of responsibility, the
respect for colleagues and customers, the gentle use of resources,
the development of sustainable products and the courage to
produce innovative solutions form the basis for a long-lasting
partnership and are the prerequisite for remaining successful for
generations to come. What started with Rolf and Helena Brunner
more than 30 years ago is continued in the second generation today:
Dr Marc Brunner has already been the managing director since
2005. His siblings Philip and Tina will join him in the management
in the foreseeable future in order to unerringly keep the company on the road to success with new, innovative impulses and a
developed sense for high-quality contract furniture and individual
solutions. The proverbial Baden reliability, precision and down-toearth approach that characterises the company will continue to
create products that reflect the name they carry: they deliver more
than they promise.

Company . Family
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Location Germany
Quality from the centre of Europe.
Brunner produces exclusively in Germany. In Rheinau, Baden, to be
precise. But not only because this is where nature is showing off its
best side and delicious wines are grown. Rather because the region
at the heart of Europe is one of the key high-tech locations which
offers the best prerequisites to reliably fulfil the highest quality
standards. Whether expertly trained specialists, highly competent
suppliers or high-quality domestic wood from sustainable forest
management: Brunner utilises the numerous advantages offered
by Germany as a location. Which, in turn, benefits the customers
too: for it means they cannot only expect the best quality, but they
can actually rely on receiving it.

Company . Location Germany
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Location with attitude.
The Communications Centre, which was developed in cooperation
with renowned architectural firm Schneider+Schumacher, is a
clear vote for Germany as a location. And a tangible ‘yes’ to transparency and open communication: the two-storey office building
is used as a showroom, a foyer, a Communications Centre and for
various events. A room that adjusts – in a building that represents
meaningful design that not only beautifies life and work for people,
but most of all makes it a bit easier too.

The Brunner
Communications
Centre: with
the extension of
the international
activities and the
next generation
joining the company’s management,
the new headquarter
was built in the
immediate vicinity
to the old one
in 2005.

Company . Location Germany
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The triangular
Communications
Centre was built
in direct connection
with the existing
administration
building. The frontage to the north
side as a diagonal of
the existing building
enabled a complete
new design of
the entrance and
reception area.

Brunner
production halls
and fleet in
Rheinau-Freistett.

Company . Location Germany
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As a showroom,
the Communications
Centre provides
a representative overview of the available
models. Behind
the transparent glass
façade, the building
boasts a loft-style
open room concept.

Room for ideas.
The Brunner Communications Centre is a central meeting place
for customers, employees and guests as well as an exhibition
room, training centre, management building and think tank all in
one. Brunner invites people to experience with all their senses
the generous, open-plan building, which of course features plenty
of unusual seating areas.

Conference and
training rooms on
the ground floor
of the head-quarter
equipped with
state-of-the-art
communication
technology.

Company . Location Germany
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High-tech and craftsmanship.
Brunner only knows one standard: the highest quality. This is
achieved by means of state-of-the-art technologies and craftsmanship. Because in Baden precision and an eye for detail are
the basis for everything – especially production.

Trendsetting
technologies and
perfect craftsmanship in production
ensure the reliably
high quality.

Company . Location Germany
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Your satisfaction is our standard.
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Customer focus
We are only satisfied if
you are.
Our objective is to fulfil your expectations by exceeding them.
To be able to offer you a contract furniture solution that meets your
specific requirements down to the last detail, we will accompany
you as your partner right from the start of the project. Our unique
variety of models and versions let us provide you with unlimited
possibilities for your ideal room design. And if that is not enough,
we will simply design a brand-new chair. In short: with a maximum
of flexibility, we develop and realise tailor-made solutions to suit
your property.

Philosophy . Customer focus
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First-class references.
To fulfil the wishes and expectations of customers means much
more than just catering to their taste. An intense phase of
examination together with the ordering party regarding the
object in question is the first and essential step when developing individual furniture solutions. And only after the aesthetic
demands of the customer as well as the functional requirements
defined by the room and the type of application have been
exactly understood and defined, will the careful production
process begin. So that the first-rate results not only turn out
exactly as the customer expects them to, but sometimes even
a little bit better ...

Industry / Trade / Services

Banking / Insurance / Consulting

ABB Schweiz AG, Baden-Dättwil (CH)
Auchan, Villeneuve d’Ascq (F)
BMW Group, München (D)
Chanel, Neuilly sur Seine (F)
Daimler Chrysler AG, Köln; Wörth (D)
Danone, Paris (F)
Deutsche Bahn, Berlin (D)
E.ON, Gelsenkirchen-Buer (D)
EnBW, Stuttgart; Karlsruhe (D)
E-Plus Mobilfunk, Düsseldorf (D)
Exxon Mobil, London (UK)
Glaxo Smith Kline, London (UK)
IBM (UK)
Mercedes (UK)
Peugeot, La Garenne Colombes, Poissy (F)
REWE Köln (D)
Robert Bosch, Gerlingen (D)
Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Penzberg (D)
Siemens, Russland (RU)
Unilever (UK)

Bank of New York, London (UK)
Barclays Capital, London (UK)
Credit Mutuel, Strasbourg (F)
Credit Suisse, London (UK),
Goldman Sachs, London (UK)
JP Morgan, Brighton (UK)
Julius Bär Gruppe, Dubai (AE)
KPMG, London, Birmingham (UK)
Kreissparkasse Köln (D)
LBBW, Karlsruhe (D)
LSV, Landshut (D)
LVA Baden-Württemberg, Karlsruhe (D)
Merill Lynch, London (UK)
Nomura Bank, London (UK)
Price Waterhouse Coopers (UK)
Sparkasse Karlsruhe, Detmold (D)
Sparekassen Lolland (DK)
Swiss RE, London (UK)
VTB Bank, Moskau (RU)

Trade Fair / Congress

Hotel

Arena auf Schalke, Gelsenkirchen (D)
Burgsaal Thun AG, Gemeinde und
Seminarzentrum, Thun (CH)
Casino Kursaal Interlaken, Interlaken (CH)
Espace Grimaldi, Monaco (MC)
Eurexpo Sepelcom, Lyon (F)
Europapark (gazprom), Rust (D)
Kongress Bad Hofgastein (A)
LTU Arena, Düsseldorf (D)
Messe Berlin (D)
Messe Düsseldorf (D)
Messe Friedrichshafen (D)
Neue Messe, Stuttgart (D)
Paris Expo (F)
Royal Festival Hall, London (UK)
Stadthalle Bitburg (D)
Stadthalle Esslingen (D)
Stadttheater, Kultur- und Kongresszentrum,
Olten (CH)
Kulturräume Stadthalle Gütersloh (D)

Accor Hotels (Europe-wide)
Avance Hotel Krems Steigenberger, Krems (A)
Brenner’s Parkhotel, Baden-Baden (D)
Congress Hotel Spa Einstein, St. Gallen (CH)
Congress-Hotel Seepark, Thun (CH)
Dorint Hotelgruppe (Europe-wide)
Hotel Concorde, Berlin (D)
Hotel Holiday Inn, Berlin (D), Mulhouse (F)
Hotel Kempinski River Park, Bratislava (SK)
Hotel Les Trois Rois, Basel (CH)
Hotel Steigenberger Herrengasse, Wien (A)
InterContinental Hotel Group, London (UK)
Kameha Grand Hotel, Bonn (D)
Kongresshotel Astoria, Luzern (CH)
Maritim Hotelgruppe (Europe-wide)
Radisson SAS Hotel, Hamburg (D)
Radisson SAS Hotel, Berlin (D)
Radisson SAS Hotel, Luzern (CH)
Rezidor Hotel Group (Europe-wide)
Royal Lancaster Hotel, London (UK)

Philosophy . Customer focus
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Public Institutions

Education

Bundesagentur für Arbeit, München (D)
Bundeskanzleramt, Berlin (D)
Conseil de l’Union Européenne, Bruxelles (BE)
Deutsche Botschaften (worldwide)
Europäisches Parlament, Berlin (D)
Filmhaus im Sony Center, Berlin (D)
Frauenkirche, Dresden (D)
Hessisches Ministerium für Kunst und
Wissenschaft, Wiesbaden (D)
Hofburg, Wien (A)
Justizgebäude Nürnberg (D)
Ministère Affaires Etrangères, Paris (F)
Musée Olympique de Lausanne (CH)
National Theatre, London (UK)
Rathaus, Brandenburg (D)
Regierungspräsidium, Stuttgart (D)
Stiftung Deutsches Hygiene-Museum, Dresden (D)
Varusschlacht im Osnabrücker Land,
Museum und Park Kalkriese, Bramsche (D)
Wallraf-Richartz-Museum, Köln (D)

Bibliotheque Universitaire de Rennes, Rennes (F)
Bristol University, Bristol (UK)
City and Islington College, London (UK)
City University, London (UK)
Fachhochschule Hildesheim, Holzminden (D)
FOM Fachhochschule für Oekonomie, München (D)
Hochschule Offenburg (D)
Irish World Academy of Music and Dance, Limerick (IE)
Kings College, London (UK)
Max-Planck Institut für Kohlenforschung,
Mühlheim a.d. Ruhr (D)
Oxford University, Oxford (UK)
Ruhr-Universität, Bochum (D)
RWTH Aachen (D)
Sheffield University, Sheffield (UK)
Studentenwerk Dortmund (D)
Universität Bremen (D)
University College of London (UK)
Universität Landau (D)

Airport

Health

Air France – Roissy, Toulouse (F)
Airport Acapulco (MEX)
Airport Arlanda (SE)
Airport Brest (F)
Airport Bromma (SE)
Airport Cairo, Terminal 3 (ET)
Airport Cancún, New Passenger Terminal (MEX)
Airport Cork, New Terminal (IRL)
Airport Hurghada (ET)
Airport Skylink, Wien (A)
Airport Stuttgart (D)
Airport Tirana (AL)
Airport Valerio Catullo di Verona (I)
Baden-Airpark , Karlsruhe (D)
British Airport Authority, London (UK)
East Midlands Airport, Nottingham (UK)
International Airport (IS)
Leifur Eiriksson Air Terminal, Keflavik (IS)
Lufthansa Briefing Centre, Airport Frankfurt (D)
Orio Al Serio, Airport Milano Bergamo (I)

Altenpflegeheim Seekirchen, Salzburg (A)
Arbeiterwohlfahrt, Moers (D)
Asklepios Kliniken (Germany-wide)
Bürgerspital, Basel (CH)
Caritas Hospiz, Berlin-Pankow (D)
Caritas, Köln (D)
Croix Rouge Francaise, Paris (F)
Diakonie Rheinland-Westfalen-Lippe, Münster (D)
Franziskus Kliniken (D)
Helios Kliniken, Berlin (D)
Hôpital Georges Pompidou, Paris (F)
Kliniken Essen Mitte, Essen (D)
Kloster St. Josef, Trier (D)
London Bridge Hospital (UK)
Orthopädisches Spital, Wien (A)
Psychosomatik, Bochum (D)
REHA, Basel (CH)
Städtisches Seniorenheim, Berlin (D)
Universitätsklinikum, Freiburg (D)
USZ UniversitätsSpital, Zürich (CH)
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In the first row.
Whether at the airport or at a concert, in hospitals, congress
centres, universities, office buildings, hotels and cafeterias: almost
all of Europe sits on Brunner chairs. Of course in the first row,
because the company has long since conquered an international
top position as a leading contract furniture manufacturer.
Consistently high quality, reliability and flexibility as well as the
company’s exemplary dedication to customer focus guarantee
that this brand will continue to lead the way.

The Kameha
Grand Hotel in
Bonn is part of
“The Leading Hotels
of the World“.
In almost every
room, guests can
sit on more than
1,500 filigree
milanolight
comfort seats.

On customer
request, the chairs
were additionally
upholstered and
affixed with closed,
upholstered armrests as well as the
hotel logo.

Philosophy . Customer focus
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Quality
Perfection by conviction.
What characterises outstanding contract furniture? Simple: the fact
that people can and want to keep using it even after it has been
utilised intensively over a long period of time. In short: outstanding
contract furniture pays off. In particular, if it was made by us.
By exclusively using high-quality materials, experienced and highly
competent specialists develop premium contract furniture solutions right here in Germany that will excite you for a long time to
come. And these are actually worth a lot more than they cost.

Philosophy . Quality
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The art of
upholstering a
chair: highly
qualified specialists
who master this
challenging and
rare craft take
care of perfectly
upholstered
furniture for
Brunner, using
their know-how
and experience.

Creating Values.
Brunner assumes responsibility – even and in particular with regard
to the customer’s entitlement to the highest quality and intrinsic
value. Reliable quality is therefore a key component of the responsible company culture. It is guaranteed by continuous quality
assurance and control processes, but also facilitated by qualified
and passionate employees who master their trade and contribute
to the permanent expansion of the processes exploiting the very
limits of technology. The result is numerous patents as well as table
and chair variations that make perfection tangible.

Philosophy . Quality
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Innovation
Developing truly useful
innovations.
As your universal partner for high-quality contract furniture, we
primarily strive for one thing: to keep surprising you time and time
again. In order to turn good materials into perfect contract furniture and make the seemingly impossible possible, we work on new
ideas and innovations that represent true progress day in and day
out. In other words, new products and individual contract furniture
solutions that impress with their improved benefits and meet your
individual requirements in terms of functionality and design.

Philosophy . Innovation
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alite, winner of the
“iF product design
award 2010“,
“Good Design 2009“,
“Gute Gestaltung
2009“ and nominated
for the “German
Design Award 2011“.

State-of-the-art seating.
A multiple award winner, alite sets standards in design, handling
and sustainability: all parts of the lightweight 5 kg chair are bolted
rather than welded or glued, which means the alite can be dismantled and sorted by component type after its long life, making
it 100% recyclable. But until then, the ergonomically shaped seat,
the flexible top edge of the back and the comfortable knee roll
guarantee the highest level of comfort and relaxation. Not least
because of its diverse functions, the alite is a very popular chair
for events.

Philosophy . Innovation
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brunner ImProve!
Continually improving processes.
At Brunner, there is no shortage of optimisation ideas. Nor of
measures. We continually put all processes to the test and check
their feasibility in terms of saving time and resources, reducing
the workload for employees or lowering costs. The result: Brunner
not only impresses with high-quality, innovative products, but
also with fast implementations, punctual deliveries, fair prices as
well as satisfied customers and employees.

Philosophy . Innovation
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Greater efficiency through less waste.
Streamlining processes, accelerating operational processes, saving
resources: Brunner’s continuous improvement process ImProve!
is based on the idea of avoiding waste to increase efficiency.
As a matter of course, quality is the benchmark. As perfectly made,
long-lasting furniture is the best proof for efficient action and
reasonable investment.

Put to the test:
Brunner checks
everything, from
whether a chair
is able to resist
the required
stresses down
to every single
move employees
make. For significant savings
and optimisation
potential lies
even in seemingly
inconspicuous
little things such
as the route from
the materials
warehouse to the
workshop.

Philosophy . Innovation
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Sustainability
Intrinsically valuable actions
as a matter of principle.
Even, and in particular, from a sustainability point of view, highquality durable contract furniture is a sensible investment in
the future. Even more so if it is manufactured in conditions that
guarantee the careful handling of valuable resources. We are
aware of this responsibility and attach great importance to an
environmentally friendly design of our products as early as in
the development phase. The alite model proves that the result can
be both gentle, beautiful and functional: a chair made of highquality 100% recyclable materials that has received numerous
design awards. If economic success can be so perfectly combined
with social and ecological responsibility, then why should we
do without it?

100% recyclable

Philosophy . Sustainability
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Gentle success.
Not least due to the fact that nature is an irreplaceable supplier
of raw materials, Brunner also assumes ecological responsibility.
The DIN EN ISO 14001 certified production processes are subject
to strict ecological guidelines. Furniture is only produced from
domestic wood from PEFC certified sustainable forest management as well as materials that meet the high quality standards and
are environmentally friendly and recyclable. The development
of the fully recyclable alite chair, the use of solvent-free foam glues
and a UV curable water-based varnish system for wood components, which does not use any solvents or produce varnish waste,
are just a few examples of Brunner’s responsible commitment
that enables the company to turn sustainable actions into sustainable success.

Gentle design
and production:
exemplary furniture is created
from domestic
wood under
sustainable forest
management
using environmentally friendly
technologies
such as the UV
curable waterbased varnish
system.

Philosophy . Sustainability
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Perfect contract furniture with an individual benefit.
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Design
Excellent design that makes a mark.
The origin of excellent design is the focus on what is important.
We focus on the key question what a chair needs to provide to fulfil its purpose – and what else it can do to excite you with its forms
as well. Our response is new solutions time and time again. Perfect
contract furniture that fulfils the highest functional requirements
on a strongly aesthetic level. Because our passion for outstanding
furniture also means a passion for distinctive design. Specifically,
the typical Brunner design that is based on a convergence of form
and function, pursues a clear style and makes functionality tangible.
In short: Brunner furniture has not only received multiple awards,
it also looks the part. And makes a strong impression both with
charm and understatement.

Performance . Design
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Drafts, studies,
mock-ups:
only if shape and
functionality
are completely
consistent to
each other, an
idea becomes
a chair.

No form without function.
The multifaceted range does not include any gimmicks or decorative
elements – as a matter of principle. Because – following the rules
of the Bauhaus style and trendsetting industrial designs – Brunner
defines design as the consequent realisation and styling of function.
But before a product reaches realisation stage, the designers subject
it to an intensive development process and countless small-scale
design studies. The result is a perfect chair, an excellent table with
not one superfluous element, where each detail fulfils its purpose.
Furniture that can be integrated into various architectures with its
unobtrusive style, yet has a distinctive appearance.

Furniture
production starts
with a fully
functional trueto-scale model.

Since 2006,
Brunner has
received numerous
prestigious design
and architecture
awards. A tendency
that is likely
to continue...

Performance . Design
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Awards and designers.
Brunner develops its distinctive design in collaboration with
renowned designers and architects. It is characterised by functional
aesthetics, straight lines, clean forms and multiple award-winning
designs.

Martin Ballendat
„Good design must be child’s play;
but the only route there is via
professional product development.“
alite
clear
taceo
tempuro
tempus
sting
window

Prof. Thomas M. Fürst
„Less is more.“
prime

Justus Kolberg
„Good design originates where
apparent opposites are combined
successfully.”
we_talk, we_meet

Wolfgang C. R. Mezger
„The top priority is always the
search for ingenious
solutions, while the route there
is a synthesis of functionality
and poetry.“
cala
fina
finasoft
finalounge
grato
havana
meet
milanoclassic
milanoflair
milanolight
milanolounge
milanosoft
salsa
sereno
spira
spira.sit
spring
take
torino
verona

Prof. Gerhard Reichert
„The quality of our thinking
is the prerequisite for the quality
of our actions and products.“
too
too 2.0

Roland Schmidt, LSS designer
„To us, design means finding the
extraordinary solutions among
the right ones.“
bright
buena nova
cross . cross.flip
drive
jump
kassel
linos
range
sleight
sleight ultralight
tool
tool 2
trust
twice

Prof. Dr. O.M. Ungers
„At the core of architecture
are numbers, measurements
and proportions. “
ungers

Archirivolto
„Every piece of design is created through
the cooperation between the patron
and the artist and from the synthesis of
need and inspiration as well as usability
and beauty.”
twin
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Function
Functionality is more than just
fulfilling a function.
As different as the tables and chairs that leave our production halls
may be: the development of each piece of furniture is focused on its
functionality. How does a chair or a table need to be designed in
order to meet both the specific requirements of its area of application
and your individual expectations in terms of aesthetics, ergonomics
and comfort? How can we surpass these expectations and requirements? The answer lies in aesthetically appealing contract furniture,
which impresses with thoroughly thought-out functionality as well
as truly useful efficient innovations. For example, the electronic seat
numbering system, ESN, which makes the seating in function rooms
more flexible, simpler and faster – thus resulting in time and cost
savings. Or the flexible Multimedia Integration System MIS that serves
to perfectly integrate techno-logy in seminar and conference rooms,
and many other deve-lopments. Because we only consider contract
furniture perfect if it fulfils more than one function and suits you
no less than 100%.
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The sleight
ultralight with its
12 kg is the most
lightweight folding
table of the world.
Thanks to the
patented folding
mechanism it
can be set-up and
removed very
quickly by only
one person,

and its stable singlecolumn frame gives
the most possible
space for the users`
legs.

Sound-absorbing
glides allow for
tables and table
combinations to
be moved easily
whilst being gentle
on the floor.

The award winning
swivel-chair too
automatically
adapts to individual ergonomic
requirements
and offers each
user an ideal
workspace.

first class is
characterised by
a sophisticated
design, excellent
ergonomic features
and extremely
easy handling:
the chairs can be
interlinked at the
frame with just one
hand movement.
This saves a lot of
time during set-up
and dismantling.

Furniture with added value.
Tables and chairs can offer far more than just space. At least if they
are made by Brunner. Brunner contract furniture meets both the
requirements of the individual user as well as its particular area of
application 100%. It combines the highest level of ergonomics,
convenience and comfort with extraordinary durability, flexibility
and ideal handling properties. Brunner therefore offers you added value in the form of furniture that is perfectly designed down
to the last detail and never ceases to delight..
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Variety
Solutions that open up scope
for design.
Right from the start, we set out to find and develop individual
solutions to suit our customers. In this way, our passion and
creativity have produced unique tables and chairs over the
past few years. And their seemingly endless variety in terms
of models, versions, colours and surfaces offer you unlimited
design options for all important areas of application: highly
functional and aesthetically appealing furniture for offices,
seminar and conference rooms, canteens, cafes and cafeterias,
hotels, congress centres, function rooms, waiting areas at the
airport and in foyers, and even for the hospital and care sector.
But if you can still not find anything to suit your needs, we will
simply find a new solution – and develop the very chair you
are looking for.
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A fabric dream come true.
Brunner fulfils the furniture requirements of its customers not only
accurately, but also fast and punctually. This is guaranteed by a
large variety of models and a well organized stock. Material, leather,
fabric in any imaginable colours and designs are partially stored
up to the ceiling. The advantage is more than obvious: instead of
having to accept delays of suppliers, the production process can
just begin. Like this, the furniture you were dreaming of is becoming
fast the furniture of your dreams.

How many fabric
and upholstery
options are
stored in Rheinau
is a secret.
Less confidential:
Their number
increases daily...

Areas of application

universal

office

event

cafeteria

lounge

airport

care

Series
cross
fina
jump
linos
milanoclassic
milanoflair
milanolight
milanolight comfort
plaza
prime
sleight, sleight ultralight
trust
ungers
verona

Configurations
6
5
16
29
5
4
11
3
26
5
4
4
1
22

drive
finasoft
milanosoft
MIS
sereno
spira
spira.Sit
state
tempuro
tempus
too
too 2.0
torino

32
14
4
5
1
11
1
6
2
1
10
9
24

alite
first class, first line, first place
fox, tool 2, eagle
golf
kassel
sting
twice

6
7
22
3
1
2
6

bright
clear
salsa
spring
twin
we_meet, we_talk

5
10
3
4
4
13

cala
finalounge
grato
havana
meet
milanolounge

6
3
14
6
3
5

take

12

buena nova
taceo
window

10
27
14

50

447

Materials
Fabrics: 11
Fabric colours: 156
Leather types: 2
Leather colours: 11
Veneer: 3
HPL: 84
Coloured varnish: 8
Staining tones: 28

Options
Grip holes
Variants in upholsteries
Design cut-outs
Row connection
Seat numbering
Casters
Writing tablets
ESN
MIS

Accessories
Storage systems
Intermediate tops
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Comfort due to
different arm-rest
variants.

Variants in
upholsteries for
more comfort.

Exemplary combined.
In order to turn a standard model to an individual piece of
furniture, Brunner offers numerous possibilities of combinations
and variants. Whether with arm-rests, with comfortable leather
upholstery or with grip hole, made of bright and friendly lightcoloured wood or of a darker, and more reserved wood colour.
You have the choice – and all possibilities to design the required
chair or table as you like. Just combine! The examples on these
pages give you an impression about the variety of possibilities.

Gliders for different
types of flooring
and requirements.

Individual
Additional possibilities
of individualisation,
e.g. by printing or
stitching the company
logo, with design cutouts, individual grip
holes and much more
for your individual
creation.

Distinctive
design cut-outs

individual

Different types
of grip holes.

Material on request,
e.g. to complete
and match existing
furniture.

Types of
wood in different
structures,
grains, tones.

Wide range
of fabrics,
colours, mesh
and leather.

Numerous
colours and
HPL-decors.
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Individual solutions
We are driven by your success.
As the leading contract furniture manufacturer, we develop highquality furniture that perfectly suits you and your property in equal
measures. In other words: if you require an individual solution or
special design, we are your ideal partner. The more challenging your
requirements, the better. With plenty of experience, creativity and
unlimited design options and variations, we collaborate with customers and designers to find the solution that fulfils the specific
requirements of the intended area of application and meets your
aesthetic and functional preferences. And we will support you in
realising your ideas. After all, the best ideas are those that can be
implemented perfectly.
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Perfect properties.
Whether the task is to provide seating for a historic concert hall,
setting up modern learning and working spaces, designing a
cafeteria, a lounge or an airport waiting area: Each property, each
area of application places specific requirements on the furniture manufacturer. With a lot of know-how and creativity, and
in collaboration with designers, planners and architects, Brunner
has successfully turned individual requirements into outstanding
contract furniture since 1977.

The stackable chair
prime is ideal for
large-scale seating,
cafeterias and
canteens. It boasts
an impressive
linear design,
low weight as well
as its robustness
and resilience.
A special design
feature is the
shaping of the
veneer, which
creates more surface grip when
seated.
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kassel was originally designed as
a special order
for the Kongress
Palais in Kassel
and combines all
the virtues of a
good venue chair:
Fast and easy
to put up in rows
and to dismantle,
stacked and stored
in seconds – and
very comfortable
too.

Realising individual requirements.
With the development of individual furniture solutions, we continue
the original idea of the company fulfilling even extremely challenging requirements. We actually do it with passion and success. Quite
often an individually designed model finds its way into the Brunner
product range. One such case is the design of suitable tables and
chairs for the Ruhr University Bochum based on drafts by architect
Professor Fürst. A similar instance is the Wallraff-Richartz Museum in
Cologne: Drafts by designer Professor Unger were used to design a
chair which – as a design classic – is anything but a museum piece.

Light, open-plan,
large and generous:
the canteen of the
Ruhr University
Bochum, which is
fully equipped
with tables, chairs
and bar stools
of the prime,
get.up and sleight
series, provides
space for 1.850
guests – and even
more inspiration.

A new chair
was created as a
special order for
the Kameha Grand
Hotel in Bonn:
on customer request,
the existing
milanolight model
was given additional
upholstery and
closed arm-rests,
thus expanding the
Milano product
line by another
successful model.

Originally
designed for the
Wallraff-Rochartz
Museum, ungers
provides strong
highlights with its
clear geometrical
forms. But despite
its formal rigour,
the design classic
offers a thoroughly
comfortable seat.
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Limitless variety for unlimited options.

80 . 81

Products
Discover boundless design options.
Discover the boundless design options we can offer you with a
variety of series, numerous models and versions as well as tailormade, individual solutions. Experience high-quality contract
furniture that never ceases to fascinate – and that lets you enjoy
every moment. Brunner contract furniture is available for the
following areas of application:

individual

84 – 161

162 – 219

220 – 267

268 – 291

292 – 317

318 – 333

334 – 377
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trust . 102
milanolight . 106
milanolight comfort . 110
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sleight . 118
sleight ultralight . 120
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linos . 132
prime . 140
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plaza comfort . 150
cross . 154
cross . cross.flip . 156
ungers . 158

universal
Prepared for everything: Sometimes, versatility is called for: in those
cases it makes sense that the piece of furniture can be deployed in
different areas and is able to answer changing requirements. Whether
in foyers, conference rooms or bistros, standing alone, or in a row, in
groups: the Brunner universal models are all-rounders that don’t take
themselves too seriously – and elegantly adapt to existing design
frameworks. A holistic approach to furnishing calls for product families:
they take care of connecting different areas by means of a consistent
formal language.
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The universal range is comprised of all products that are suitable
for several areas of application. So it comes as no surprise that most
series we offer are in this segment – because the majority of our
furniture is so versatile that it can be used in a vast array of areas.
As we represent a clear, minimalist design, all those product families can be effortlessly integrated into a predefined design concept.

For an outstanding
overall appearance:
milanolight – here as
a workstation for
the musicians of the
Oskar-CzerwenkaLandesmusikschule,
music academy
in Upper Austria.
A total of 480
models are used
for events and
in administration.

universal
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The International
Congress Centre in
Stuttgart has chosen
linos for its events –
just under 6,500
models offer guests
a high degree of
seating comfort.
And around 2,000
of the versatile
sled-base chairs are
special orders
featuring a woven
trade show logo.

universal
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Hôtel Concorde
in Berlin exudes
timeless charm and
French lifestyle –
in the conference
rooms, this is
further emphasised
by 528 chairs of
the milano
5212A series.

Generous and
functional architecture characterise
the premises of
the BMW Group
in Munich. In the
canteen, the employees sit comfortably
on milanolight with
core leather upholstery. The look
is rounded off
perfectly by the tables
of the same series.

universal
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verona
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Contemporary styling for all occasions.
Chairs and benches with a moulded
wooden shell.
The verona series is known as a successful extension of the classic
shell chair: It appears fresh and light, convinces with clear lines –
and with its many models is perfectly suited for all settings. The
ergonomic shell can be combined with different frames and upholstered in numerous varieties, either with or without arm-rests.
As a cantilever chair, stacking chair, barstool and cross-bar bench.
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The elegant
cantilever model
is perfectly suited
for conferences.

verona is extremely versatile and also looks good in the restaurant
and catering environment. The classic four-legged chair is available
with or without a choice of two arm-rest designs. A unique feature
of all models is the harmonious design of the moulded wooden
shell with its tapered back. Smooth, closed surfaces emphasise the
minimalist design. Optionally with coloured varnish or HPL.

universal . verona
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verona gives bars a fresh and light look. Depending on the design
concept and functional requirements, the barstool in this range
comes in different versions: in two different backrest heights,
numerous upholstery and colour options and a huge selection
of materials.

All verona models
have one thing
in common: the
integrated knee roll
maintains unimpeded blood flow
through the legs,
thus creating more
sitting comfort.
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With the cross-bar bench, verona presents a functional model
for waiting areas: light, yet robust. Sophisticated, but nevertheless
affordable. The bench can be designed differently depending on
the area of application and requirements: with flame-retardant HPL
decor – for more resilience. With genuine oak veneer – for a
particularly haptic feel. Upholstered – for extra comfort. Or in highquality leather – for the discerning guest.

Further choices:
the arm-rest design,
which intensifies
the typical verona
look with the
tapered round
steel tube, as well
as additional
storage tables.
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5302/A
5302

Stacking chairs without arm-rests
Round steel tube frame,
chrome-plated, without arm-rests,
beech plywood shell,
tapering out at the top,
not upholstered, cross-veneered,
clear lacquered, invisibly fixed

5302/AG

Stacking chairs with arm-rests
Round steel tube frame,
chrome-plated, two arm-rest versions,
clear lacquered, beech plywood shell,
tapering out at the top, not upholstered,
cross-veneered, clear lacquered,
laminated with HPL, invisibly fixed,
or different upholstery options

5306/A
5306

5326/A

Cantilever chairs
Stackable, round steel tube frame,
chrome-plated, with or without
arm-rests, beech plywood shell,
tapering out at the top,
not upholstered, cross-veneered,
clear lacquered, invisibly fixed,
or different upholstery options

5303
5304/A

5321
5301
5311

Cross-bar bench
optional end arm-rests,
chrome-plated steel tube feet,
beam coated in RAL 9006F,
beech plywood shell,
tapering out at the top,
not upholstered, invisibly fixed
or different upholstery options

Barstool
Round steel tube, chrome-plated,
beech plywood seat shell,
cross-veneered, clear lacquered,
not upholstered, invisibly fixed,
with double upholstery finish
or fully upholstered

verona . Overview
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trust
Design: Roland Schmidt, LSS designer

Lightweight and sturdy.
The four-legged folding table.
trust is a light, universal table line. Very practical – without looking
practical: thanks to the four-legged look, no one will guess that
this is a folding table. The aluminium frame and the thin table top
make it pleasantly light – both in design and handling. In addition,
it offers a large selection of table top sizes and shapes, different frame
options and a variety of edge designs.
trust creates
space – because
its slimline
mechanism offers
more leg room
than traditional
folding tables.

Highly versatile:
trust impresses
with its sturdiness,
for example in
the office, at events
or in cafeterias.

universal . trust
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trust provides space for many guests – and remains straightforward at the same time: the table’s one-handed folding mechanism
means that one person can take trust down and carry it with
one hand. The legs are slightly offset when folded, ensuring that the
folded table requires little space for storage. And the practical
handling can be simplified further: for example, the transport trolley
that can move and store up to ten tables.

Frame on top form:
rounded off in the
basic model, classically with mitre or
with square tube.

The folding mechanism ensures
the highest level
of stability and
the best possible
ease of use.
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milanolight
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Pure design: filigree and versatile.
Chair with patented moulded wooden shell.
milanolight – minimalist through and through. Its typical design
features: the unusually small radius of its seat shell and its
straight lines. Its design blends into any functional architecture
and its wooden surfaces add ambience and warmth to a room.
Patented: a specially developed, innovative technology is used
to mould the wood veneers to such an extreme degree.

Minimalist forms –
typical of milano:
the bent leather
option. Without
seams or visible
connections,
with a foam insert
between leather
and seat.

universal . milanolight
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milanolight with
seat liner– in the
canteen of the
Frankfurt headquarters of the
Kreditanstalt für
Wiederaufbau.
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milanolight comfort
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Pure design with extra comfort.
Upholstered chair with closed arm-rests.
milanolight comfort is the youngest member of the milano family:
here the filigree milanolight design was given additional upholstery and closed, upholstered arm-rests. Originally produced to order
for a customer, the comfortable model is a key component of our
product range today. With its clear lines, this chair fits any architecture easily, even the most unusual interior design concepts –
which makes it the perfect companion for courageous ideas.

individual

Developed for the
spectacular Kameha
Grand Hotel in
Bonn: milanolight
comfort provides
seating for more
than 1,500 people
in the restaurant,
the suites and the
conference area.
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milanoclassic
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Pure design with formal edges.
The classic in the milano family.
Formally close and consistent – milanoclassic, proud to be angular.
The square profile frame has a puristic look and expands the
possibilities for architectural, sophisticated interior design. Form
and function are one and the same here because the construction
is responsible for outstanding seatting comfort with its perfect, ergonomic combination of seat liner and back shell.
milanoclassic –
the table:
The longitudinal
struts are on
the inside,
making them
invisible so to
speak. For an
even lighter look.

In the canteen
of the LVA (regional insurance
institution) in
Karlsruhe, milanoclassic offers
attractive seating
for breaks as for
well as presentations, discussions
or seminars
also held there.

universal . milanoclassic
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milanoflair
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Pure design with mesh backs.
The transparent addition to the milano family.
The transparent addition to the milano family: milanoflair is a
mesh back chair. The fine mesh shapes itself to the contours of
the back – together with the ergonomically shaped seat, this
ensures perfect comfort. This stacking chair fits into a wide variety
of enviroments easily and empathetically.

universal . milanoflair
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5206
5206/A

5228

5226/A

5218

5228/A

5201

5208/A

5229/A

milanolight
Round steel tube frame,
chrome-plated, beech arm-rest,
clear lacquered or stained,
moulded beech plywood shell,
not upholstered, clear lacquered,
stained, laminated in HPL,
oak veneer, not upholstered,
with double upholstery finish
or fully upholstered

milanoflair
Round steel tube frame,
chrome-plated,
with or without arm-rests,
back with black or white
mesh fabric, non-upholstered
in mate-finished oak or
with upholstered seat

Please find further models from the milano family
on pages174 . 175 – application area office – milanosoft, on pages 310 . 311 – application area lounge – milanolounge

milanolight comfort
Round steel tube frame,
chrome-plated without
arm-rests, with wooden or
upholstered arm-rests,
high back, seat with comfort
upholstery and sidewalls,
upholstered back

5212
5212/A

5231/A

5222

5237/A

5241
5242/A

milanoclassic
Square tube steel frame,
chrome-plated,
black plastic arm caps,
upholstered seat,
back in different wood
finishes or fully
upholstered

milanosoft
Round steel tube frame,
chrome-plated,
as a four-legged chair
or cantilever chair,
with or without upholstered
arm-rests, seat with comfort
upholstery and sidewalls,
upholstered back

milanolounge
Round steel tube frame,
chrome-plated,
with or without upholstered
arm-rests, seat with comfort
upholstery and sidewalls,
upholstered back

milano . Overview
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sleight
Design: LSS designer

Patented mechanism, easy handling.
The ultimate innovative folding table with
practical added value.
The innovation among the folding tables. This intelligent design
cleverly conceals the table’s high degree of functionality and
its patented mechanism. Its practical added extras only become
apparent during day-to-day use, when the table is set up, dismantled and stored: ultra-easy handling, maximum use of space
and great versatility of application. Ideal for high-calibre seminar
and training rooms.
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Automatically
positioning
stacking protectors protect the
table top
and provide for
a secure hold
thanks to a nonslip coating.

The aluminium
frame has a
first class finish
and is ultra-light.

sleight ultralight
Design: LSS designer

Ultra-lightweight.
The folding table with practical added value.
Considering that things are always changing, sleight ultralight
has a crucial advantage: it is the world’s lightest folding table.
Weighing in from just 12 kg and boasting a patented folding
mechanism, it can easily be set up by only one person – even
single-handedly if need be. The different table tops offer endless
possible combinations, while the sturdy, single-pillar aluminium
frame leaves plenty of legroom on all sides. Less work, more table.

universal . sleight ultralight
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fina
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Light with many strengths.
A comfortable chair with a slim moulded
wooden shell.
An attractive choice for everyday use: fina adds structure to
a room with ease. Its moulded wooden shell measures just a slim
5 millimetres at the sides but 1.5 centimetres in the middle,
making this chair both graceful and extremely sturdy. It is a range
which unites contrasts: understated yet comfortable, lightweight yet sporting many strong points. The optional upholstery
additionally provides exceptional seating comfort at a minimal
upholstery thickness.

The completely
upholstered
seat shell knows
how to convince
with its minimal upholstery
thickness.
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fina is available in different versions that always feature contrasts
as part of the concept. Just one example: the version with arm-rests
combines the slightly curved seat shell with a formally stringent
frame to form a visually very attractive antithesis. The two-colored,
non-upholstered version is an eye-catcher as well: shown here
is an HPL front with real oak veneer back. Moreover, there are
different upholstery versions, from the seat liner via a through
liner to the completely upholstered version.

The new arm-rest
for the four-legged
model: made
of die-cast aluminium featuring
an integrated
wooden insert or
a leather cover.

universal . fina
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An additional variant featuring the slim design: fina with a plastic
seat shell. This shell is practically made in one run, and thanks
to the 3-component structure with its glass fibre reinforced core,
it is perfectly suitable as contract furniture. Add to this the wellknown advantages of plastic: flexible, colorful, hygienic and easy to
maintain. The sturdy seat shell can be combined with the different
frames of the series. The portfolio is completed by the barstool in
the current colors of the Colour Collection – featuring a sled base
and a seat made from moulded beech plywood, or completely
upholstered.

A specialty of the
plastic shell:
Thanks to a special
manufacturing
process, it can be
designed in two
colours – glossy
on the back, matt
on the inside.

universal . fina
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For use as an office or conference chair, fina is also available as
a swivel chair with casters. In this mobile version, the model features
a flat die-cast aluminium frame and a vertical adjustment with
integrated in-depth suspension. Comfort included: the comfortable,
pleasant seating sensation is in part the result of the integrated
spring steel linkage. The perfect complement: fina as a cantilever
chair, offering numerous options regarding material, finish
and color.

Slim and light,
in perfect harmony
with the fina
design idea: the
new swivel
chair frame with
casters.
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Models
stackable up to
5 chairs high.

6408
6408

6454

6408/A

6404/A

6428/A

6424/A

Stacking chairs with or without
arm-rests
Four-legged round steel tube frame,
chromed, with or without arm-rests
made of die-cast aluminium.
Different shell options: plastic shell
single- or two-coloured;
beech plywood shell, tapered out to
top with horizontal beech veneer,
shell with top layer in oak veneer or
front side with top layer in oak veneer
and back side laminated with HPL,
without upholstery and invisibly fixed
or with different upholstery options.

Stacking chairs with or without
arm-rests
Sled base steel frame, chromed,
with or without arm-rests.
Different shell options: plastic shell
single- or two-coloured;
beech plywood shell, tapered out to
the top with horizontal beech veneer,
shell with top layer in oak veneer or
front side with top layer in oak veneer
and back side laminated with HPL,
wihout upholstery and invisibly fixed
or with different upholstery options.

6401

Barstool, stackable
Steel sled-base,
chrome-plated beech moulded
plywood seat, natural tone lacquer,
color lacquer, invisibly fixed
or upholstered

6494

6406/A

6492

6426/A

6492/A

Cantilever
Round steel tube frame,
chrome-plated with translucent
plastic arm-rest, beech plywood shell,
tapered out to the top with horizontal
beech veneer, shell in oak veneer,
not upholstered, invisibly fixed,
with different upholstery options

Swivel chair with or without arm-rests
5-star base, polished aluminium,
chrome column, height-adjustable spring
steel linkage, RAL 9006F, coated, black,
with or without die-cast aluminium
arm-rests, beech wood arm-rests naturally
lacquered, several seat shell variants:
plastic shell single- or two-coloured,
beech plywood shell, tapered out
to the top with horizontal beech veneer,
shell with top layer in oak veneer or
front side with top layer in oak veneer
and back side laminated with HPL,
without upholstery and invisibly fixed
or with different upholstery options

fina . Overview
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linos
Design: LSS designer

In wood or plastic.
A comfortable chair for large or small rooms.
This is a chair series that has been convincing for some time now,
thanks to its form and function: linos. This chair offers an
uncompromisingly high level of seating comfort – thanks to its
ergonomically developed construction of its seat and backrest,
a knee roll for better circulation, and no annoying cross-bars
between the front legs. All this makes it the ideal chair for long
events. Its comfort is perfectly complemented by its simple
handling, a wide range of variants and the comprehensive selection
of accessories. Depending on the design concept, linos can liven
up the room with its different colours or add a calming touch
with its functionality. If required, it can be equipped with the
Electronic Seat Numbering (ESN) system.

For all sled base
models, the row
connection is
integrated in the
glides.

universal . linos
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With or without arm-rests, upholstered or made from laminated
wood, arranged as a group around a table or in rows in an auditorium – linos fits many situations, it is individual yet versatile.
In addition, now the four-legged model is also available in a
version featuring a higher backrest: This variant offers even more
seating comfort and is equipped with ergonomically optimized
plastic arm-rests.

134 . 135

universal . linos

Up to now, the linos allrounder was available only as a sled-base
version with plastic seat and backrest. Now this plastic version
is also available for the stable four-legged frame – so now linos
is particularly sturdy, hygienic, easy to maintain and affordable.
Also new are the optional plastic arm-rests for this model: they
offer added comfort and are also made from easy-to-maintain
plastic. So now linos even meets the high hygienic demands of
hospitals – with or without arm-rests.

In its plastic version,
linos is also available
in the colors stone,
lava, petrol and
viola – tones from
the new Colour
Collection.

universal . linos
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1222
1218
1222/A

1208

1204

1232/A

1208/A

1204/A

Stacking chairs
Four-legged frame with chrome-plated
round steel tube, with or without
arm-rests, black plastic arm-rests,
beech plywood seat and back,
vertically veneered, clear lacquered,
invisibly fixed, with different
upholstery options

1206

1201

1224
1224/A
1204 with
writing
tablet

Stacking chairs
Steel sled base, chrome-plated,
black plastic arm caps,
or beech wood clear lacquered,
beech plywood seat and back,
vertically veneered,
not upholstered, clear lacquered,
invisibly fixed, shell in oak,
with various upholstery options

Stacking chairs
Steel sled base, chrome-plated,
stackable, seat and back in plastic,
polypropylene, white,
black or in colours of the current
colour collection, not upholstered
or with upholstered seat invisibly
fixed, with different upholstery
options

Barstool
Steel sled base, stackable, chromeplated, beech plywood seat and back,
not upholstered, clear lacquered,
invisibly fixed, with different
upholstery options

linos . Overview
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The canteen of the
Ruhr University
Bochum is a bright
and open-plan
hub – offering room
for 1,850 guests.
It is where prime
enables students
and employees
to relax comfortably.

prime
Design: Professor Thomas M. Fürst

Memorable design for large spaces.
Linear stacking chair.
Light and clear – prime is a stackable chair with an impressive linear
design. Low-key, but certainly not unremarkable. With its clear-cut
form, prime works as outstandingly in numbers as it does on its own.
Furthermore, the unusual texture pressed into the surface of the
wood is a design feature with a specific benefit, as it provides more
grip when seated. prime is also a perfect example of a customeroriented approach: the model was designed especially for the Ruhr
University building in Bochum.

The rounded front
seat allows for
unimpeded blood
circulation and
therefore creates
additional ergonomic comfort.

individual

universal . prime
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Designed for large spaces: prime is exemplary when linked in
rows – without any arm-rests at all or in rows of alternating chairs
with and without arm-rests. The extensible linking system is
easy to handle. prime is equally practically designed for stacking.
Whether side by side or stacked, this chair will stand steady and
stable. Even the upholstered versions retain their clear-cut visual
lines, as the upholstery follows the shape of the seat shell exactly.

prime meets the
highest standards –
here in a special
edition in a
function room
at the Schader
Foundation
in Darmstadt.

142 . 143
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1090
1090/A

1090

Stacking chairs with or without
arm-rests, with stamped design
Chrome-plated round steel tube,
seat shell invisibly fixed,
cross-veneer moulded beech plywood,
clear lacquered or with a light,
wenge or black stained oak
top veneer with a matt finish,
seat shell with stamped design

1090/A

1096

1090

1096/A

Stacking chairs with or without armrests, with double upholstery finish
Chrome-plated round steel tube,
seat shell invisibly fixed,
cross-veneered moulded beech
plywood, clear lacquered or with
a light, wenge or black stained oak top
veneer with a matt finish,
shell with seat liner, seat and back liner
or through liner

Stacking chairs with or without armrests, fully upholstered
Chrome-plated round steel tube,
fully upholstered seat shell

1090 with
writing arm

1090 with
1090/A

Grip hole (GL 5)

1091

1008PM

Stacking chairs with or without armrests, with HPL surface
Chrome-plated round steel tube frame,
moulded beech plywood seat shell
with HPL coating

Writing arm
3D writing arm with jointed head,
detachable, folded up or rotated
backwards
Grip hole
(GL5) available for order of 100 or more
Stack transport trolley
Stack transport trolley (1008PM)
to accommodate 10 stacked chairs in
a lying position. The stack transport
trolley can be used to move up to ten
chairs. The chair trolley also serves
as a storage system

Barstool
Chrome-plated column, base plate
coated in metallic anthracite,
not upholstered or with seat liner,
automatic return system,
cross-veneered moulded beech
plywood seat shell, invisibly fixed,
not upholstered or with double
upholstery finish

prime . Overview
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plaza classic
Design: Brunner Factory Design

Timeless excellence.
Four-legged chair with wood / steel frame.
plaza classic boasts an aesthetic lightness and a subtle, classic
design – regardless of the latest trends. Being so versatile it cuts
a fine figure in any environment. The material: tapered round
tubular steel for the back legs, beech multiplex for the front legs.
The seat shell, as is typical for this range, is made from ergonomically shaped beech moulded plywood.

146 . 147
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plaza steel
Design: Brunner Factory Design

Comfortable functionality.
Four-legged chair and cantilever chair
with wood / steel frame.
plaza steel has a striking profile. It is a bold combination – beech
arm caps on a fully chrome-plated steel frame. The result is a
chair that works functional but which is nevertheless wonderfully
comfortable. Refined, unobtrusive materials: tapered round
steel tube, chrome-plated or coated. With a seat shell made from
ergonomically shaped moulded beech plywood. The cantilever
model is available in two versions: stackable and non-stackable.

The optional
arm-rests for
the cantilever
models are also
available with
leather covering
upon request.

universal . plaza steel
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plaza comfort
Design: Brunner Factory Design

Extraordinarily comfortable.
Four-legged chair with special comfort
seat shell.
plaza comfort exudes strength and reliability – just by looking at
this model, you can see that it offers optimum comfort with an extraordinary level of support at the sides. You could be forgiven for
thinking you were sitting in a sports car – after all, its seat shell was
also developed for furnishing the Porsche casino. The material:
tapered round tubular steel for the back legs and beech wood with
a round/oval profile for the front legs.

individual
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6045/A
6046/A
6048/A

plaza classic
Steel/laminated wood combination
frame tapered chrome-plated steel
back legs, moulded beech plywood
seat shell, not upholstered,
with different upholstery options

6049/A

plaza comfort
Steel /laminated wood combination
frame, round/oval profile arm-rests,
tapered chrome-plated steel back legs,
moulded beech plywood seat shell,
not upholstered, with different
upholstery options

6249
6247/A
6249/A
6259/A

6262/A

plaza steel
Tapered round steel tube frame,
chrome-plated, beech plywood arm
caps, clear lacquered or stained,
moulded beech plywood shell,
not upholstered or with different
upholstery options

plaza steel
Cantilever frame with round steel tube,
chrome-plated arm caps, moulded
beech plywood,
clear lacquered or stained,
moulded beech plywood shell,
fully upholstered

plaza . Overview
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cross

Flexibility through functional design.
A versatile table range.

Design: LSS designer

cross is a table system which can be arranged in many ways.
From rectangular tables with flat plinths to central-column tables
with flat steel cross feet or a die-cast base – a complete range
with a functional design that makes it very flexible. cross also has
space for lots of diners: the pedestal table can be fitted with
table tops up to 150 cm in diameter, seating up to eight people.

154 . 155
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cross . cross.flip
Design: LSS designer

To sit, stand and fold.
A versatile table range.
The classic pedestal table cross and the innovative folding table
cross.flip – both tables are extremely sturdy and versatile. Because
a good table always comes in handy, cross.flip is particularly
flexible: with its three specially positioned legs, it is quick to set up
and dismantle, requires little storage space and is easy to use day
in, day out. Thanks to the castor option, it is even easy to transport.

universal . cross . cross.flip
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ungers
Design: Prof. Dr. O.M. Ungers

Clear design and perfect shape.
A stackable four-legged chair with arm-rests.
Architecture in rooms – integrated yet unique. The clear, geometric
design is what makes the ungers chair a real eye-catcher in any
room. Offering a thoroughly comfortable seat despite the formal
rigour. Bonded laminated beech wood frame with case frame as
well as inserted seat and back upholstery.

individual

The ungers chair
in the “Stifter” hall
of the WallrafRichartz-Museum
in Cologne – the
perfect symbiosis of
space and chair.

158 . 159

universal . ungers

If a 100 kg
load is placed
on a chair,
that means
25 kg of weight
per leg.
If the chair is
tilted, this may
increase to up
to 50 kg of
pressure on
each leg.
Damage to the
floor can be
prevented with
the correct
gliders.

Gliders with special functions or
designs
– Jointed gliders
– Concertina gliders
– Adjustable gliders
– Sound-absorbing gliders
– Gliders with stacking protection
– Gliders with anti-slip surface
– Shell gliders
– Gliders with tipping and
stacking protection
– Gliders with row linking system

Gliders with integrated row linking
system for large spaces
Easy linking and disconnecting of the
row linking system integrated in
the gliders. Here on the linos model with
metal sled base.

Gliders with integrated stacking
protection
for safe, precise stacking.
Here in plastic on the alite model.

Sound-absorbing gliders
For the first time, undesirable vibrations
can be absorbed completely – by
means of an elastic vibration damper
that is put over the glide insert and
pushed into the tube.

Swivel-chair casters
on the drive model.

Table gliders
Chrome-plated adjustable gliders of
the torino series with plastic slip surface,
height-adjustable by 10 mm.

Gliders and casters
For any floor and any situation:
glider versions and functions.
Chairs are for sitting – yet constantly in motion. They are pushed,
stacked and turned, tilted and positioned, they slide, roll and
glide across the floor. And they should do all of this as safely as
possible, quietly and without damaging the chair or floor. To make
this possible in the long term, the furniture needs suitable gliders
or casters. The right choice depends on various factors including
not only the design and condition of the ground, but also on functional requirements, such as tilt protection or integrated row linking
system. Our team will be happy to advise you on the right choice
of gliders – perfectly suited to the respective room requirements
and floor quality.

universal . Gliders and casters
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office
Innovative office solutions: 100% performance is only possible with an
ideal workstation. To meet the requirements of today`s office workstations, modern offices and office furniture need to provide a maximum
of comfort, optimal ergonomics, flexibility and an attractive, functional
design. Brunner swivel and visitor chairs, conference and seminar tables
are perfect examples of this combination at the highest level of quality.
Their ease of use facilitates the finding and setting of the best individual
and ideal ergonomic position enabling users to to stay attentive even
in longer meetings. In addition, Brunner office also offers a large number
of innovative solutions which, for example, facilitate the simple and
flexible integration of multimedia and communication devices and much
more. After all, working in an office with contemporary facilities is not
only much more relaxing, but efficient more as well.

162 . 163

All our office series and systems meet the requirements of a modern
workplace: they are easy to handle, can be used flexibly and
configured in a variety of ways – ideal for styling changing room
arrangements. To facilitate spontaneous meetings and support
technologically sophisticated presentations. Naturally, this furniture
is equipped with all features required for a healthy and comfortable working posture.

The clever torino
table system with
Multimedia
Integration System
(MIS) – here in
the conference room
of Friedrich Ganz
Insurance Broker
GmbH, Baden-Baden.
A perfect match:
the versatile verona
as an elegant cantilever
model, depicted
on the left in
combination with
a centralcolumn
spira table.

office
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The offices of Lilly
Deutschland GmbH,
one of the world’s
leading pharmaceutical companies,
are given their
ergonomic seating
comfort by drive –
as a swivel and
visitor chair with
innovative mesh
back. In the communication zones in
front of the offices,
around 150 barstools
invite employees
to exchange ideas
efficiently.

office
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Peter Hahn is a
company operating
on an international
level – partners from
all over the world
visit the company
headquarters in
Winterbach. During
business lunches,
the tempus conference chairs, together
with the spira table
system, create an
imposing atmosphere.

The renowned law
firm Niebaum,
Kohler, Punge, Söder
is located in
Dortmund’s Office
Park – and receives
its clients in meeting
rooms that are
equipped with the
timeless spira. sit
series and the
versatile fox chair.

office
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finasoft
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Slim and comfortable.
High-quality conference chair – as swivel
chair or cantilever chair.
Extremely slim design, outstanding comfort characteristics:
that’s finasoft, available as a swivel or cantilever chair. This new
conference chair now transfers the slim fina design line to the
conference area – convincing with uncomplicated comfort along
the way. Even the basic version with its dynamic spring steel
linkage offers a pleasantly resilient seating sensation. Optionally,
among other things, a special inclination mechanism supports
healthy, active sitting. And in its high backrest version, finasoft
is particularly comfortable.

This series
perfectly
matches the
MIS capable
table systems
torino, state
and spira.

One of many
comfortable
possibilities:
finasoft as high
backrest version
with bracket
arm-rests.

170 . 171

office . finasoft

Ideal for an attractive performance: the representative look of
finasoft. The comfortable conference easy chair is available in
different frame versions and with different functional properties.
The swivel chair features a high-quality in-place frame made of
die-cast aluminum, with or without casters, the non-caster version
providing an automatic retraction mechanism. Further optional
comfort details: height adjustment, backrest inclination adjustment
and an individual body weight adjustment for persons between
approx. 45 and 120 kgs. An addition to the swivel models: the cantilever version – also available with a high backrest.

172 . 173
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milanosoft
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Pure design with noticeably gentle forms.
The representative model in the milano family.
The development is the constant: milanosoft, upholstered throughout, is the logical further development and sensibly enriches
the product family. It combines great seatting comfort and soft forms
with the typical milano design. For representation and feeling
comfortable. As cantilever chair or four-legged model.

174 . 175

office . milanosoft

too 2.0
Design: E. Hansen / G. Reichert

The transparent office chair that adjusts.
A functional office programme with
mesh back.
too 2.0 automatically adapts to user’s weight and movement –
ensuring all-round comfort and healthy seating. Thanks to its mesh
back, this chair offers even more comfort than the ergonomic
model too plus a completely new look. The backrest consists of
a special knit fabric – its manufacturing process allows for a
particularly high degree of fit and exactness. The unusual material
conforms to the back of each individual user, providing support
and at the same time a pleasantly well-aired feeling on the back.

too 2.0 – available
as a basic model
or optionally
with headrest and
lumbar support.

office . too 2.0
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The too 2.0 series is complemented by the cantilever visitor chair
with mesh back and round tube frame. Just like the model too,
it distinguishes itself by the latest technology, sensitive functionality and excellent value for money.

too 2.0 visitor
chair: with upholstered seat,
back frame
with black plastic
arm-rest and
back in black
mesh.

office . too 2.0
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too
Design: E. Hansen / G. Reichert

The office chair that adjusts automatically.
A functional office programme.
Simply take a seat – and let too do the rest: its backrest counterpressure automatically adapts to the weight and movement of the
person sitting on it. The front edge of the seat remains even so that
no pressure is exerted to the back of the thighs and therefore leaves
the blood circulation unaffected. The height-adjustable backrest and the adjustable seat depth make it possible to adapt too to
the user with even more precision. The series is complemented by
matching visitor chairs: with rectangular tube and and plastic backrest, as a cantilever chair or 4-foot version.

The comfort starts
with the handling:
an elegant pushbutton technology
controls the many
functions and adjustments, without any
cumbersome levers.

180 . 181

office . too

Exclusivity included: too and too 2.0 convince with outstanding
value for money – and even the basic model offers high-quality
features:
– seat depth and height adjustment
– lumbar support
– backrest height adjustment
– back bracket and aluminium swivel base
Also available are numerous extras, for example the continuously
variable seat angle adjustment, additional air cushions for lumbar
support, a height- and depth-adjustable neck support as well as
multi-functional arm-rests that can be turned and adjusted vertically and horizontally to both front and sides. Offering more
healthy individuality in the office.

Adjustable headrest or back bracket
of polished aluminium: too`s
finish is first class
throughout.

office . too
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too office swivel chairs
Aluminium base,
black-coated, aluminium silver or
polished, three arm-rest versions,
synchronised tilting mechanism
with automated weight adjustment,
upholstered seat and back,
plastic seat and back shell black,
height- and depth-adjustable neck
support (Model 156A)

152

256/A

156/A

252/A

too stacking chairs
Rectangular steel tube frame,
black-coated, aluminium silver
or chrome-plated,
plastic arm-rests, black,
upholstered seat,
plastic back, black,
optionally with double
back support

258/A

154/A
158/A

too 2.0 office swivel chairs
Aluminium base, black-coated,
aluminium silver or polished,
three arm-rest versions,
synchronised tilting mechanism with
automated weight adjustment,
plastic back frame, black,
with black mesh, upholstered seat

too 2.0 cantilever chair
Round steel tube frame, chromed,
chrome-plated, upholstered seat,
back frame with black plastic arm-rest
and black mesh backrest

too . too 2.0 . Overview
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drive
Design: LSS designer

Ergonomic and versatile.
A high-quality office programme.
The series drive satisfies all aspects of a of high-quality swivel chair
programme: intelligent ergonomics, sophisticated design and
ease of use. With its many options and special features, this chair
never fails to impress on all levels – as a comfortable office chair
or cantilever chair, or as an imposing executive chair. Awarded
the innovation prize by AIT, a leading German magazine for
architecture and interior design.

186 . 187

office . drive

The entry-level model 102 is equipped with a comfortable
synchronised tilting mechanism as standard while the height of
its backrest can be manually adjusted to six different positions.
Optional extras include seat depth and angle adjustment mechanisms and multifunctional arm-rests with adjustable heights,
depths and widths.

office . drive
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drive creates an orderly, sophisticated-looking overall impression –
right the way up to the boardroom. This is where drive shows off
its special features: integrated headrest, high-grade cushion padding, and a choice of multifunctional or bow-shaped arm-rests which
can also be covered with leather on request. All comple-mented
by the striking cantilevered visitor chair with or without a headrest.

office . drive
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102

122

102/A

112/A

126/B
128/A

drive office swivel chairs
Plastic star base,
black or polished aluminium,
synchronised tilting mechanism
with body weight adjustment,
safety gas spring with springiness
in depth, seat and back moulded
foam pad, backrest with plastic cover,
arm-rest height-adjustable,
progressively adjustable in width
and movable

drive office swivel chairs
Plastic star base, black or polished
aluminium, synchronised tilting
mechanism with body weight
adjustment, safety gas spring with
springiness in depth,
pointed oval profile, chrome-plated
covered with cover fabric or leather
progressively adjustable lumbar
support, seat moulded foam pad,
arm-rest height-adjustable,
progressively adjustable in width
and movable

drive office swivel chairs
Star base of polished aluminium,
synchronised tilting mechanism with
body weight adjustment,
safety gas spring with springiness in
depth, back frame pointed-oval profile,
chrome-plated upholstered with
black fabric, leather or mesh,
progressively adjustable lumbar
support, seat moulded foam pad,
arm-rest height-adjustable,
progressively adjustable in width
and movable, bow-shaped arm-rests
attached to the back frame,
height-adjustable

202
204/A
132/A

232

262/A
272/A

drive office swivel chairs
Star base of polished aluminium,
synchronised tilting mechanism
with body weight adjustment,
safety gas spring with springiness
in depth, pointed oval profile,
chrome-plated, upholstered with
fabric or leather, progressively
adjustable lumbar support,
seat moulded foam pad,
arm-rest height-adjustable,
progressively adjustable
in width and movable,
bow-shaped and attached to the
back frame, height-adjustable

drive visitor chairs
Chrome-plated round steel tube
frame or coated,
back frame with cover fabric or mesh,
upholstered seat,
black plastic arm-rests

drive cantilever visitor chair
Special oval tube frame,
chrome-plated back frame,
pointed oval profile,
chrome-plated with cover fabric,
leather or mesh, upholstered seat,
beech arm-rests,
clear lacquered or stained

drive . Overview
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New interior design possibilities.
A versatile table range.

torino
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Offering new possibilities for interior design – because with
torino, everything gets even easier: installation, dismantling,
transport, and even the spontaneous changing of table arrangements. The different types of table tops ensure that the product
line suits a huge variety of rooms. Thanks to its clear, minimalist
design, torino can be combined with almost every chair series.

Flexible
configurations
to suit any
type of room.

office . torino

194 . 195

torino creates more freedom, even in the conference segment:
the nesting and contract tables can be arranged in the most versatile
configurations. The nesting table impresses with its ingeniously
simple and stable mechanism – which can easily be operated by just
one person. Because it can be folded down and transported using
just one hand.

The table top can
be brought into
a vertical position
intuitively. This
makes torino so
narrow that
many tables can
be stored in
even the smallest of spaces.

torino in the
conference rooms
of Friedrich Ganz
Insurance Broker
GmbH in BadenBaden – equipped
with MIS, the
Multimedia
Integration System.

The nesting
tables can also be
equipped with
a media module
which has electricity and video
signal connections
for two users per
table. Network/
USB integration
optional.

office . torino
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The numerous possibilities combination, the optimal media
integration and the wealth of additional elements mean torino can
be used very flexibly and comfortably. The height of the torino
side tables with centre-column, for example, can be progressively
adjusted – allowing the tables to adapt to different communication situations. If required, large table tops of up to 260 x 120 cm
are also available. A particular design feature of the series is the
high-quality foot end with a stable glider: it is not just a visual
bonus, but also offers strength and stability.

198 . 199

office . torino

9471/0

9410/0
9470/0

Modesty panel 9407

Nesting table
Column and beams in steel tube,
chromed, die-cast zinc end pieces,
chromed, four lockable casters,
folding table top,
one-handed operation,
Thermopal HPL or beech veneer
surface on table top
Modesty panel
Free-hanging panel swings away
when the table top is folded down,
white acrylic glass or coated on
both sides with Thermopal HPL,
optionally with decorative drilled
openings

Contract table
T-shaped stand made from steel
tubing, chromed,
die-cast zinc end pieces chromed,
chromed gliders,
Thermopal HPL or beech veneer
surface on table tops

Contract table
T-shaped, twin-column stand made
from steel tubing, chromed,
die-cast zinc end pieces chromed,
chromed gliders,
Thermopal HPL or beech veneer
surface on table tops

9454

9462/0

9498/0

9460/0
9463/1

Centre-column table, standing table
Frame in tube steel, 4-foot base,
chromed, die-cast zinc end pieces,
chromed, adjustable gliders chromed,
Thermopal HPL or beech veneer
surface on table top, optional: heightajustable and with castors

9499

9465/1

Height-adjustable nesting table
Frame in tube steel, 3-foot base,
chromed, die-cast zinc end pieces,
adjustable gliders chromed, height
adjustable from 74 to 110 cm,
lockable casters

Lectern, side cart and serving cart
Round section steel frame,
chromed, storage shelves and panels
in white HPL, edges white,
side cart and serving cart have
lockable casters,
lectern has chromed gliders,
removable document holder

torino . Overview
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tempus
Design: Martin Ballendat

Comfort in top form.
An imposing conference chair.
Imposing and eye-catching: tempus is striking in a conference
room and inviting as an executive visitor chair. The comfortable
deep suspension in the padded seat, the gentle tilting of the
back shell and the aesthetically integrated, padded arm-rests offer
ultimate comfort. This is even maintained when you stand up,
as a return mechanism gently moves the swivelling seat back into
its original position.

office . tempus
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tempuro
Design: Martin Ballendat

Lightweight and modern.
Swivel easy chair with plastic backrest.
The more affordable variant of our success model tempus: tempuro
is a contemporary conference chair that works great even without
complicated mechanics – while at the same time providing lots
of comfort. This is made possible by the backrest made from special,
softly yielding PUR foam, by an invisible steel bracket frame which
adds to the pleasant swinging feel and of course by the comfortably
upholstered seat surface. Still, tempuro is really lightweight, ideal
even for temporary offices or flexible meeting rooms. And it can put
a special emphasis on design thanks to its two-colored finish:
The polyurethane backrest is available in white or lava, and there’s
a free choice for the seat color and cover fabric.

Optionally also
available with
casters and height
adjustment –
providing more
freedom of
movement during
meetings. Fits table
systems like torino,
trust and state.

204 . 205

office . tempuro

state
Design: Brunner Factory Design

Versatile, adjustable, electrifiable.
A modular table concept.
state is more than just a table – it’s a concept. This model boasts
plenty of practical features, such as ultra simple handling, making
it quick to set up and dismantle. Then there are the practical and
aesthetic accessories which keep everything tidy and conceal all
those trailing wires. It goes without saying that state is made
from high-quality materials and every care is taken during the
manufacturing process, ensuring that the table meets the very
highest standards. A good basis for a long-term cooperation.

One more
special feature:
state is also
available with
the Multimedia
Integration
System (MIS).

office . state

206 . 207

With its clear shapes, this table will blend into any modern
interior. The basic version of state is a smart individual table, but
the possibilities are virtually endless when you combine table
tops of different shapes and sizes – suiting any surroundings and
seating requirements. What sets it apart: one table leg can link
two table tops.

The table legs are
not bolted, but
attached with
connection fittings –
allowing for it to
be converted even
faster if required.

office . state
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sereno
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Ergonomic seating pleasure with top design.
Stackable cantilever chair.
sereno is striking because of its unique design – making it interesting for a wide range of uses. This chair is given its special appeal
by the combination of different materials: aluminium, steel, wood
and fabric, achieving both formality and functionality. For ergonomically sound seating with love for details.

The comfortable
sereno with the
continuous double
upholstery. Up to
six chairs can be
stacked.

office . sereno
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spira . spira.sit
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Variable, timeless, functional.
Table and chair as a formal unit.
spira.sit is appropriate for creating top interior design in a wide
range of working environments – this chair is variable, timeless
and functional. A representative, classic design combined with top
quality materials and outstanding workmanship.
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With its timeless design, the spira table is also perfect for many
situations. And it can be configured as required, as the table tops
are available in numerous forms. The bevelled edge emphasises
the lightweight look in all versions. Optionally equipped with
Multimedia Integration System (MIS) right from the factory.

On request,
spira is available
with a media
module or – as
shown here –
with power
connectors.

Different table top
sizes and shapes
create numerous
combination
possibilities.

office . spira . spira.sit
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MIS
A trend-setting presentation technology.
Multimedia Integration System in the table.
Presentations and team work made easy with the Multimedia
Integration System that was developed in-house: All participants
can directly connect their laptops while sitting at the table,
thus linking themselves to a central presentation medium and
activating this connection at the push of a button. Without any
other technology, without further knowledge, without any
maintenance at all – simply plug and play.

MIS does not
require any
additional media
control devices
and only needs
one power
and video signal
connection to
the floor outlet
per table. This
makes media
integration easy
and flexible
to use, affordable
and maintenancefree.

office . MIS
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Cable routing is
also very straight
forward: all tables
are connected
in series with
just two cables –
1 for power,
1 for video/audio.

The show-me
button activates
the respective
laptop connection
and transmits
the video signal
to the central
presentation
medium.

Each table is equipped with a media module that offers several
connections. Typically one for power and one for the video/audio
signal for two users at a time. On request, additional modules
can also be integrated, for example for active or passive integration
into networks. Another option: only one power supply through
a socket without any additional connections. The technology is
linkable – with up to 20 tables, that means connections for up to
40 users. It is also possible to integrate intermediate tables without
MIS equipment. In this case, the next table is connected via an
extension cable. Of course, the lectern can also be integrated into
the circuit. Each system requires only a single connection to the
floor outlet.
MIS is available for the table systems state, spira and torino.

office . MIS
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event
Comfort for successful events: comfortable set-up, comfortable sitting –
the ideal chair, table or folding table for events and happenings such as
concerts, congresses, trade fairs, presentations and many more offers the
highest level of comfort for audience and guests as well as maximum
ease of use and flexibility for the organiser and event operator. Brunner
event models are quickly deployed row upon row, quickly put away,
numbered and stacked without hassle. For example, sophisticated folding
tables can be set up by one person and stacked to save space, efficient
ESN modules for electronic seat numbering help to save time and costs,
and much more. The attractive Brunner event chairs are also convincing
in terms of durability, resilience and comfort. Such a high level of comfort
will get applause – from the event operator and from the audience.
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The products in the event range are especially versatile: they come
in a large range of colours and materials – to realise the most
diverse of design concepts. Comes in many design versions – to
fulfil any comfort requirement. And with countless functions such
as the integrated row linking system or a patented folding mechanism – to meet the whole range of needs of the event industry.
To ensure a truly perfect fit, products from our standard range can
also be modified to suit your individual requirements.

The kassel model:
originally designed
as a special order
for the Conference
Centre of the
Kongress Palais in
Kassel. It offers
outstanding seating
comfort, is fast and
easy to put up in
rows and dismantle –
and particularly
practical with the
ESN Electronic
Seat Numbering
system.

event
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Red and grey in
Deggendorf ’s Culture
and Congress Centre:
this two-colour
scheme was designed
by the architect of
the city hall, and
even the chairs of the
twice series pick up
this colour combination. A total of 3,300
chairs, equipped
with ESN, ensure the
visitors sit comfortably – as required
in rows, as banquet
or classroom seating.

event
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Perfect for banquets
as well: milanolight
seat shell chairs
combined with
sleight table system –
shown here in Ferry
Porsche Congress
Centrum in Zell
am See (Austria) with
its nearly 900 seats.

At seminars,
conferences and
congresses, the tool
model impresses
with its versatility –
for example, at the
“Börse” convention
centre of Dresden
Messe GmbH.
A total of 2,500
chairs with integrated row linking
system adapt
perfectly to various
room sizes and
requirements.

event
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New ideas for large rooms:
Stackable row chairs with interlocking frames.

first class
Design: Brunner Factory Design

First class is characterised by its clear design, its great ergonomics
and most of all, its particular handiness. Its outstanding feature:
it can be invisibly linked at their frames. This assures simplest
handling while maintaining its sophisticated design. And of course,
this saves a lot of time during set-up and dismantling. Excellent:
first class is also available in a panic-proof version – in compliance
with the requirements of venue regulations.

event . first class
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The innovative first class interlocking system does not require any
additional fixed or flexible connectors: the lateral frame sections
are simply lifted on top of each other so that the small crossbars at
the front slot fit into each other perfectly. They are shaped in such
a way that they cannot move out of place – so the row will remain
stable until it is dismantled.

A perfect fit:
when linked,
two frame units
form a visual
and functional
unit.

An extraordinary
row: first class
facilitates even
faster set-up
and dismantling –
without compromising on its
first-class look.

01

02

03
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first place
Design: Factory Design

New ideas for large rooms:
Vertically stackable with interlocking frames.
first place can be interlinked at the frame like first class, making
handling just as timesaving and comfortable. Moreover, it offers
obvious advantages for storage: thanks to its specially designed
glides, it can be stacked vertically – thus standing firmly and safely
in columns of up to 15 chairs. The special moulded beech wood
seat shell moulding also contributes to the space-saving stacking
characteristics, while at the same time improving ergonomics.

The special plastic
quick-clip glide
allows secure,
equal stacking.
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first line
Design: Brunner Werksdesign

New ideas for big venues:
vertically stackable with arm-rests and
frame-linking.
An invisible row linking system that works without any additional
fixed or moving connection elements: that has been an outstanding
characteristic of all models from the first series. The most recent
model, first line, features arm-rests with a plastic liner and is also
vertically stackable – stable and secure up to 15 chairs high.
The beech plywood shell has been given a special form, like with
first place: a small crease at the rear of the seat further improves
space-saving stackability and ergonomics. first line is available in
three different upholstery versions.
first line features
arm-rests with
a pleasant-tothe-touch plastic
liner. The ergonomic seat
shell is available
in different
finishes: stained,
lacquered, with
double seat liner,
with double seat
and backrest
liner, or fully
upholstered.

event . first place
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alite
Design: Martin Ballendat

Beautifully lightweight.
Innovative lightweight stacking chair.
The new lightweight chair for large venues – setting standards
in terms of design, handling and sustainability: With its frame
made entirely from anodised aluminium, this chair weighs only
5 kg. All parts are screwed together, not welded or glued, so that
alite can be separated into its components and recycled 100% at
the end of its long active life. Seat and back surfaces are shaped
to answer the highest ergonomic demands. The upper edge of the
backrest bounces back comfortably, and the knee rounding adds
comfort as well – while seated just like when getting up.
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All parts are
screwed rather than
welded or glued.
This is what makes
the anodised
finish possible,
which in turn does
away with the
need for environmentally harmful
chrome-plating
or powder-coating.

alite offers many smart functions, such as the integrable row linking
system that does not require any additional movements during
set-up or dismantling. It can be linked with or without arm-rests,
even alternating between the two, or arm-rest-on-arm-rest. The
method it uses is called frame-on-frame stacking – using up to 12
chairs, this ensures a static, clearly defined stack.

The variety in the
Conference Center
Casino Kursaal
Interlaken is
inspiring. This event
location for up
to 1300 people is
perfectly qualified
for conferences,
exhibitions,
banquets and
events. The operator
selected chairs
of the alite series
with electronic seat
numbering ESN.

event . alite
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sting
Design: Martin Ballendat

Matter-of-fact and functional.
Stackable shell chair with square tube frame.
sting is the consequent and contemporary interpretation of the
classic stackable row chair. Its puristic design adapts itself excellently
to even austere and demanding forms of architecture while providing pleasant comfort at the same time: The seating shell has a flexible,
yielding back, optionally with seat and back liner. The square tube
frame gives it a high degree of stability – while staying relatively
lightweight. The modular steel frame construction is also sophisticated: it takes up less space in storage, needs less resources for transport,
and individual pieces can be exchanged easily thanks to bolted
connections.

sting seat shell
made from moulded beech wood
from sustainable
forestry, sporting
a slim silhouette –
upon demand also
in two-color finish,
e.g. real wood
veneer inside,
HPL outside.

event . sting
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Row linking for all
versions: without
arm-rests, with
arm-rests, or even
alternating.

Modular: the row
linking serves
as arm-rest support.

Ideal for big events: sting can be linked into rows with lots of
variations – with arm-rests, without arm-rests, and even alternating.
The very sturdy metal linking is convincing, it stays in place
even when pushing entire rows of seats. Another advantage is the
modular frame structure: models with row linking elements can
later be equipped with arm-rests if needed. Optional: plastic armrests that are particularly pleasant to the touch.
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Excellent for
transport and
storage: up
to 12 chairs can
be stacked
vertically.

kassel
Design: LSS designer

Exemplary comfort.
Arm-rest chair with integrated row
linking device.
kassel is a prime example of a successful cooperation. Originally
designed as a special order for the Kongress Palais in Kassel, this
chair combines all the virtues of a good large venue chair: fast
and easy to put up in rows and to dismantle, stacked and stored in
seconds. The panic-proof row linking system is integrated in the
arm-rests and can be used without any extra moves. And it’s also
comfortable for the audience: the one-piece seat shell slightly
moves when someone takes a seat, while the steel frame offers a
pleasant soft-touch surface at the arm-rests.

individual

Particularly handy:
kassel with
electronic seat
numbering ESN.
This makes it
even faster and
easier to assemble
in the Kongress
Palais of Kassel’s
city halls.
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fox
Design: Brunner Factory Design

Variety as standard:
the series with numerous possibilities.
fox is factual, classic, light – and tremendously multifaceted.
This timelessly modern series for large venues offers countless
variations: with a wide range of different seat shells and different
frames, this chair offers all creative options, depending on the
room or the event. An open, versatile 4-legged chair, with a sturdy
row linking system and with surfaces that withstand all the
strains and stresses of large venue events. Available as 4-legged
chair, sled base chair, swivel chair or cantilever chair.

Variety as standard:
the fox range
offers 1,854,294
different options.

event . fox
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The countless possible combinations of frame and seat shell not
only create artistic freedom, but variety in terms of functionality
as well: fox is available with a row linking system, with arm-rests,
with interchangeable linking and is vertically stackable. The same
applies to each version: high-quality materials, smart design and
a sophisticated finish make this chair a profitable investment in the
long term.

fox is also available with a polypropylene plastic shell: colorful and
easy-to-maintain. It is a two-component plastic shell with a glass
fibre reinforced core – sturdy and comfortable at the same time,
with a flexibly elastic backrest counter pressure. This opens up even
more areas of use for the fox, which is so versatile to begin with.

The easy-to-maintain plastic shell,
available in the
trend colors of the
current Colour
Collection, e.g.
ruby or citrus.

event . fox
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1306-16N
1360-50

1306-35

1014-4N

1360/A-50

1306A-32

1014-31

Stacking chairs with or without
arm-rests
Round steel tube frame with or
without arm-rests, with integrated
row-linking system, chromed,
with a seat shell out of plastic
or moulded beech plywood,
ergonomically formed,
naturally lacquered or stained,
colour lacquered, coated with
HPL or with different upholstery
options
white

petrol

stone

apple

citrus

ruby

lava

black

Stacking chairs with or without
arm-rests
Round steel tube frame with
integrated row linking system,
chrome-plated, moulded beech veneered plywood seat shells, ergonomically
shaped,
naturally lacquered, stained with
HPL coating or various upholstery
options

Stacking chairs
Round steel tube frame with
integrated row linking system,
chrome-plated, moulded beech veneered plywood seat shells, ergonomically
shaped, clear lacquered, stained with
HPL coating or various upholstery
options

1030-6N

1012-135

1030-2N

190-135

1026-19N DA 28
1018-135
1018/A-135

Stacking chairs
Round steel tube frame with robust
row linking system, chrome-plated,
moulded beech veneered plywood
seat shells, ergonomically shaped,
clear lacquered, stained with HPL
coating or various upholstery versions

Stacking chairs with or without
arm-rests
cantilever frame, chrome-plated, moulded beech veneered plywood seat
shells, ergonomically shaped, clear
lacquered, stained with HPL coating or
various upholstery versions

Stacking chairs
Sled base, stackable, round section
steel frame, chrome-plated,
seat shell made of beech plywood,
ergonomically shaped,
naturally lacquered, stained or with
different upholstery options,
arm-rests in beech wood naturally
lacquered or stained
Swivel chair
Base aluminium die-cast, polished,
gas lift with depth springiness,
continuous adjustment in height,
seat shell made of beech plywood,
ergonomically shaped,
clear lacquered, stained or with
different upholstery options

fox . Overview
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eagle
Design: Brunner Factory Design

Lightweight and elegant.
4-legged chair.
A very comfortable sophisticated chair. Its tapered four-legged
frame and smart design cut-outs in the back give eagle a graceful,
elegant air. High-quality materials, intelligent design and toprate workmanship make this model a favourite when it comes to
light elegance for large rooms.

eagle’s moulded
beech seat shells
are manufactured
according to
the latest ergonomic know-how.
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Top sitting
comfort through
recessed seat
pan and lumbar
support.

tool 2
Design: Roland Schmidt, LSS designer

Even safer, even more options:
developing tool further.
As a sequel to the successful tool program for large venues, tool 2
offers all the advantages of its predecessor – plus additional safety
benefits: it is optionally available with a panic-proof row linking
system, and even its standard row linking has been improved once
more. Apart from the PUR arm-rests used so far, customers can
now also choose more affordable metal arm-rests with wood or
plastic supports. Also new: the seat shell in a comfort upholstery
variant or completely made from plastic.

tool 2 – without
any arm-rests,
equipped with the
very affordable
metal version,
with wood or plastic
lined arm-rest,
or with the comfyto-the-touch
PUR arm-rests.
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Vertically stackable,
with alternate
row-linking – tool 2
fulfills all event
demands.

golf
Design: Francesco Zaccone

The comfortable design classic.
Stackable row chair.
Elegant, dynamic and comfortable – you can’t miss this sophisticated chair! Wherever possible, golf likes to be the centre of
attention. Yet it is suitable for a wide range of applications: From
largescale seating and waiting areas to casinos and conferences.
golf is a real character which invites everyone to take a seat.

Optional: An
extendable –
almost invisible –
row linking
system can be
integrated
into the wide
arm-rests.
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The ESN display
is clearly visible,
comfortably
integrated in
the seat and
not requiring
electricity
to operate the
display.

traditional method*:
1 chair: 20 seconds **
1,200 chairs = 6.5 hours

Optional:
the row number
display. It is
simply attached
and removed
again using
special tools.

with Brunner ESN:
1 push of a button: 1 second
1,200 chairs = 0.5 hours***
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

*

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Seat reference as magnetic
numbers and attachable
row numbers
** For attaching and removing
the magnetic numbers
*** Including attaching and
removing the electronic
seat numbering systemg

ESN
Comfortable, economical, straightforward:
the electronic seat numbering system.
This system is absolutely straightforward and requires no previous
knowledge for its operation: with just one single push of a button
on a remote control, whole rows of chairs can be numbered – with
automatically increasing or decreasing numbers. This is not only
convenient, but also extremely economical, as it only takes 10 percent of the time usually required.
The module with display is comfortably integrated into the seat
and displays the seat number in a clearly legible size, optionally
lit as well. ESN is particularly safe: the signals are transmitted
through the whole row of chairs using infrared technology, there
are no cables or contacts, and therefore no elements prone to
malfunction. Any chair can be used to start the row.
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Folding tables
Fast, lightweight, sophisticated:
folding table programmes.
Wherever tables need to be particularly flexible, folding tables can
be deployed. Because no matter how quickly the situation changes –
these models are up to the task: they are set up and dismantled
in seconds, easy to transport and store, and they use as little space
as possible. A clever mechanism provides easy handling, while a
large selection of models and frames offer solutions for a variety of
requirements.

Simple: the
mechanism of
our folding
tables can be
operated using
just one hand –
as is the case
with model trust.

trust 2249
trust 2237

trust 2247
trust 2248

event . Folding tables
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Classic for large rooms, ideal for halls and canteens: the sturdiness
of these folding tables is thoroughly convincing. Stable and safe,
they are ready to fulfil all requirements, e.g. at banquets, seminars
or conferences. And the user sits comfortably too: the extra legroom is particularly beneficial.

The patented
folding mechanism
makes it possible
to quickly set
up and dismantle
the tables.
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2235

2255

2245

2211

2210

2215

Storage systems

Flexible, space-saving, secure.
Storage systems for tables and chairs.
In addition to the table trolley for universal use, there are individual
versions for special requirements: among others, for large round
tables, e.g. in the hotel industry. Or for modular conference table
systems – for the careful storage of table tops and legs. Or a table
trolley, in particular for the state series – it can be used to transport
and store table tops of up to 180 cm in length. The chair trolleys
for universal use are suitable for all chairs, even for cantilever chairs.
There is also a trolley for all 4-legged chairs. Individual solutions
for horizontal storage, taller stacking heights or simultaneous
storage are available, depending on the model. Please refer to the
price list for stacking quantities/heights and model availability.

For more flexibility,
especially for
largescale venues:
transport and
storage trolleys
simplify and speed
up the conversion
and storage of
tables and chairs.

1003

1003/R

1003/ST state

1008L1 linos

1008G1 golf

1005

event . Storage systems
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Fire protection

01

Your safety is our standard:
materials and functions for events.
Preventive fire protection is comprised of more than just avoiding fires: it also minimises the potential dangers of all objects
within a building. We systematically implement this focus on safety
throughout our product range. For example, by using tested and
certified flame-retardant materials. And covers that already meet
the highest fire prevention requirements in their standard version.
If required, we can achieve even better fire protection and provide incombustible furniture according to DIN 4102-A1.Through
design and function, furniture for use at events can also increase
safety according to the current venue regulations and beyond.
We offer tailor-made and flexible solutions – for any type of room
and risk.
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Paper cushion test
with Flamline fabric.
The upholstery
compound ULTRA
used by us completely extinguishes
the fire after
approximately
5 minutes.

02

03

A maximum of
safety. The upholstery compound
ULTRA with flameretardant cover
fabric and incombustible Interglas Flamline.

Top safety as
standard:
the upholstery
compounds
STANDARD or
STANDARD Plus
(flame-retardant).

Facilities and
functions provide
additional safety
in the event sector:
For example,
the panic-safe row
connection that
prevents the
tumbling down of
single chairs which
may become
dangerous barriers
in case of fire.

twin . 276
salsa . 278
we_talk . 282
spring . 284
clear . 286
bright . 290

cafeteria
Particularly inviting: beautifully designed furniture creates a pleasant
and relaxing atmosphere in cafeterias, canteens and staff restaurants.
Especially if it looks as attractive and cared for as on the first day, even after
prolonged periods of use. Appetizing looks, every day: in restaurants of
all kinds, the eye wants to be part of the dining experience. That’s why
tables, chairs, armchairs and bar stools look particularly inviting and
are especially easy to clean, sturdy and comfortable – so that they can
showcase your style and good taste. And that creates a harmonious
atmosphere that encourages guests to linger and enjoy personal talks.
Because guests who feel comfortable throughout will be happy to take
a seat again.
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When used in cafeterias, our furniture fulfils many requirements –
those of the guests through outstanding comfort, those of the
cleaning staff with its easy-care handling, and those of the operator
through the best possible arrangement flexibility. In addition,
our products can improve interpersonal communication and create
new space for conversations, even outside the designated areas.
The large variety of materials – ranging from solid wood to plastic –
serves the different requirements and target groups.

At Endress+Hauser
Flowtec AG, the Swiss
manufacturer of
modern flow metres,
the cafeteria is fully
furnished in the
corporate colours:
here, prime invites
visitors to linger –
in white and Chinese
red. A perfect
match: the cross
table in white.

cafeteria
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The headquarteres
of BKK Insurance
in Schwennigen: an
innovative administration building,
which takes into
account contemporary aspects and
future challenges.
The furnishings
include chairs of the
milanolight series.

The cafeteria of
arvato infoscore
GmbH in BadenBaden provides
comfortable and
ergonomic seating
for the company’s
roughly 1,300
employees. This is
achieved by the
fina chairs combined
with tables of
the cross and sleight
series that all share
a timeless and linear
design.

cafeteria
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The new company
headquarters of
hydraulics manufacturer AHP Merkle
GmbH calls for
furniture that meets
a whole host of
requirements. Hier
in the company
cafeteria: prime
barstools with black
seat upholstery and
four-legged prime
chair with moulded
wooden shell and
resilient HPL coating.

cafeteria
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twin
Design: Archirivolto

Colorful, lightweight and weather resistant:
Sturdy plastic chair for indoor and outdoor
use.
Made from one piece, reduced to the essentials – that’s twin, our
new monobloc plastic chair. Sturdy, easy to clean and available in
many exciting colours. The intensive cooperation between designers,
tool maker and the Brunner development team has made this
all-of-a-piece model possible – providing stability on a professional
level. Thanks to its weather resistant material it is particularly wellsuited for public spaces and the outer areas of cafés and restaurants.
And thanks to its good hygienic properties, twin is also suitable for
hospitals.
twin is lightweight
and easily stackable – up to 4 chairs
high, with or
without arm-rests.
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This high-quality
chair made from
glass fibre reinforced
polypropylene is
available in two
versions: with closed
seating shell or with
a transparent net
structure. In selected
colors of the current
Colour Collection –
i.e. citrus, petrol,
sand, apple, ruby,
lava and white.

salsa
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Simply straightforward.
A stackable chair for both indoor and
outdoor use.
Simply straightforward: salsa is a low-maintenance series – perfect
for both indoor and outdoor use. This is not least thanks to the
choice of materials which can withstand any weather: the seat
shell consists of high-quality plastic, while the frame is made
of indestructible stainless steel. Feeling comfortable is a main
priority, therefore the soft-touch surface of the plastic shell
ensures a comfortable seatting experience.

Evidence that
a striking design
can also be
practical: all salsa
models are great
for stacking.

cafeteria . salsa
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The two-coloured
plastic shell can
create special
highlights: white
inside, black
outside or in the
current trend
colours of the
colour collection.

salsa is available in two versions: the graphical design has openings from which arm-rests sprout; the reduced version sports
a no-frills seat shell. Both are manufactured from high-quality
UV-resistant plastic, making them extremely weatherproof:
they are both stackable and available in black and white as well
as in the trendy colours of the colour collection. A perfect match:
the salsa centre-pillar table.

Choice of frame:
chrome-plated,
coated or
stainless steel.

cafeteria . salsa
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we_talk
Design: Justus Kolberg

New possibilities for spontaneous break-outs.
Table, barstool and bar bench.
we_talk creates space for spontaneous encounters, conversations
and ad hoc meetings. In other words: for all casual business talks.
The series includes a barstool, high table and bar bench. The latter
offers space for two people, but a third person can also take a seat
for a short conversation.

Designed for more
comfort: the
upholstered backrest of the barstool
extends beyond the
seat shell.

New shapes, more
options – with the
bar bench that
offers space for up
to three people.

cafeteria . we_talk
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spring
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Comfort for guests.
Fully upholstered solid wood chair.
Spring is for the discerning customer – a fully upholstered chair that
offers a high level of comfort and shows it. The special, breathable
mesh back, combined with a tensioned strap in the lumbar region,
makes this chair particularly comfortable. It encourages comfortable, upright sitting and is easy on the back.Available with or without
arm-rests, stackable or non-stackable.

spring is
also used in
sophisticated
restaurants.
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clear
Design: Martin Ballendat

Clear and comfortable.
A linear solid wood range.
Natural material with reduced forms – that is clear: the contemporary chair and table range made of solid wood. The wood
creates a pleasantly warm atmosphere, the clear design gives room
to develop the space. A furniture series that is characterised
by its clear lines, easy to handle, convincing even in sophisticated
environments and, despite its slim upholstery, offering a high
degree of seating comfort.
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3202-DA 14

3214-DA28
3214/A-DA20
3214-DA20

Stacking chairs
Beech solid wood frame,
rectangular profile,
seat not upholstered,
back not upholstered,
clear lacquered or stained

Stacking chairs
Beech solid wood frame, rectangular
profile, seat upholstered, back not
upholstered with design cut-out,
clear lacquered or stained

3224
3224A

Stacking chairs
Beech solid wood frame, rectangular
profile, seat and back upholstered,
wood clear lacquered or stained

clear . Overview
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bright

Robust lightness.
A low-maintenance plastic series.

Design: LSS designer

A low-maintenance chair made from coloured plastic – bright
adapts to a whole host of scenarios, always adding a cheerful touch
with its range of colours. But even when the going gets tough,
it’s no a problem for bright: the carefully designed plastic parts can
withstand rough treatment. On request, it can also be supplied
with a flame-retardant finish or with permanent protection for
outdoor use. Sustainable design: all of the materials used can be
separated by material types and recycled.

Models for every
requirement:
bright – as classic
four-legged
chairs or as elegant
cantilevers.

290 . 291

cafeteria . bright

grato . 300
finalounge . 308
milanolounge . 310
cala . 312
havana . 314
meet . 316

lounge
The ideal place for good conversations: creating an ambiance at first
glance that suits the property and invites the visitor to take a seat doesn’t
take a lot of furniture, but the right one. The Brunner lounge models
offer a variety of options to individually design your foyer, reception, lounge
area or hotel lobby. The high-quality furniture has a clear style and makes
a perfect impression in addition to offering unique seating comfort.
With plenty of charm and style, Brunner lounge lets you create unmistakable accents. The easy-care, durable models create a relaxed atmosphere –
the perfect setting for successful business and good private conversations.

292 . 293

If visitors have to wait, then at least they can do so in comfort – our
appealing lounge furniture will take care of that. The range is
manufactured exclusively from highest quality materials and therefore comfortable and representative in the long term. For a good
first impression and a pleasant memory.

Law offices in the
Office Park
Dortmund: here,
clients are met
in a generous
ambiance – with
the furniture
range havana
designed for
waiting areas

lounge

294 . 295

At the Saarland
University Hospital,
the holistic furnishing concept was
realised in all the
different rooms – the
meet waiting room
range lets patient
rooms for example
benefit from striking
design features.

Imposing in
reception areas:
the comfortable
armchairs of
the havana series
shorten waiting
periods at Oculus,
the manufacturer
of optical devices
in Wetzlar.

lounge

296 . 297

In early 2010,
hydraulic cylinders
manufacturer AHP
Merkle acquired
its new company
headquarters
in Gottenheim
near Freiburg.
Communication
is a top priority
in the company –
milanolounge
encourages conversation, even in
open-plan areas
like the hallway.

lounge

298 . 299

grato
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Comfortable and full of combinations:
flexible waiting furniture program offering
many possibilities.
grato opens up new perspectives: this waiting furniture program
consists of different individual elements which can be combined
freely with corner elements – depending on which room situation
is desired. The modules can be universally deployed and can
be adapted to the respective spatial situation, in many different
variations, providing many comfortable seats.

300 . 301

cafeteria . grato

The individual elements also work great as soloists – e.g. in a classic
reception environment. For this, there are two frame variants:
the bracket frame of the soloists leads up to the backrest and features
an invisible back attachment, the sled-base frame for configurations also serves as a linking element between two individual
elements each.

One of innumerable
combinations –
shown here in
leather finish: easy
chair, 3-seater
bench with armrest, plus matching
side table.

The quilting technique for the upholstery and the reduced design
underscore the classic look-and-feel of grato. And thanks to its
delicate frame, the body nearly seems to float: the modules come
across as pleasantly lightweight – even as a combination of several
elements. This impression is reinforced by the seat inclination
towards the backrest. This also provides additional comfort, just
like the multi-zone spring frame support.

High class finish:
chrome-plated
frame, choice
of fabric or leather
for the seat
upholstery –
optionally with
arm-rests,
with material and
color matching
the upholstery.

cafeteria . grato

304 . 305

Straight segments and rounded corners – the different elements can
be combined to form long, free configurations for perfectly structuring rooms. Thanks to the combination with the corner elements,
nearly unlimited positions can be formed. Also available to complement this series: side and laptop tables in different versions.

Combinable individual elements and exemplary configurations.

The program offers
different individual
elements: stool,
bench, easy chair,
two- or threeseater, optionally
with or without
arm-rests.

cafeteria . grato

306 . 307

finalounge
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Slim and cushy –
the easy chair for relaxed waiting.
For the lounge area, too, there is now a slim alternative: finalounge,
an easy chair sporting the typically light fina design – surprising
with extraordinary seating comfort. The fully upholstered shell is
wider than usual, yet comes across as slim, harmonising excellently
with the conference chairs of the finasoft series. In order to provide
even more comfort, the easy chair can optionally be equipped with
a retraction mechanism. Matching side tables are available, also
with an aluminium base and round table tops in different versions.

finalounge is
optionally
available with
completely
upholstered
arm-rests.

Great design
variety via
the in-house
collection.

cafeteria . finalounge

308 . 309

milanolounge
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Pure design for relaxation.
The comfortable expansion of the
milano family.
milanolounge is an invitation to take time out and relax – and
it won’t accept any compromises. Incredibly comfortable,
the seat with its raised sides is tangibly padded. Its comfortable
design gives you creative leeway and offers plenty of seating
space. Available as armchair, two-seater or stool.

lounge . milanolounge

310 . 311

cala
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Comfortable design.
The sophisticated upholstery range.
The harmony of contrast – cala makes a real statement. Its design
unites a sense of calmness and movement, combining the two to
create a clear style: cube and ellipse. This makes cala a restful place
to wait, be it in the armchair, which is optionally available with
a swivel mechanism, or on the two-seater sofa. The seating system
is available in a range of models while coordinating tables round
off this refined series.

lounge . cala

312 . 313

havana
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

A discerning classic.
The sophisticated upholstery range.
The first impression is a company’s business card. In this context,
havana impresses thanks to its consistent, clear lines, its classic
design and its high quality leather finish. The products of this
armchair series are not only representative and thus ideally suited
for foyers and lounges, they also offer a high degree of seating
comfort. Available as armchair, stool or two-seater sofa.

lounge . havana

314 . 315

meet
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Contrast and comfort.
The eye-catching upholstery range.
meet is a series of compact, timeless waiting room furniture that
can add colourful and formal accents to any architectural environment. Contrasts dominate the optical effect: the voluminous seat
and backrests convey a high level of seating comfort while the
sophisticated steel construction offers stability and lightness. Thanks
to the design on the chair’s back, meet can be positioned freely
anywhere in the room.

lounge . meet

316 . 317

take . 326

airport
First class for passengers: can a seat at the airport be both attractive
and comfortable, be long-lasting and resilient, and even offer entertainment to pass the time? It can. The Brunner airport models offer trendsetting solutions for airports: seats that are still comfortable after two
hours. And that still look clean after snacking. To which you can connect
your mobile phone or laptop computer, and which even offer digital
entertainment to pass the time. In this way, waiting becomes relaxation –
for frequent flyers, travellers and airport operators.

318 . 319

References
Airport Cairo / Terminal 3 / Egypt
Airport Hurghada / Egypt
Airport Cancún / new Passenger Terminal / Mexico
Orio Al Serio / Airport Milano Bergamo / Italy
Airport Stuttgart / Germany
Airport Cork / new Terminal / Ireland
East Midlands Airport / Nottingham / Great Britain
Airport Valerio Catullo di Verona / Italy
Airport João Paulo II / Ponta Delgada Azores / Portugal
Airport Tirana / Albania
Leifur Eiriksson Air Terminal / Keflavik International Airport / Iceland

Airport Brest / France
Airport Mazatlán / Mexico
Airport Tivat / Montenegro
Airport Podgorica / new Terminal / Serbia
Airport Arlanda / Sweden
Baden-Airpark / Karlsruhe / Germany
Lufthansa Briefing Centre / Airport Frankfurt / Germany
Airport Acapulco / Mexico
Airport Bromma / Sweden
Airport Swaziland / Kingdom of Swaziland
Airport Vienna, Austria

Our successful airport series delivers everything this area requires.
The modular system adapts to a variety of room requirements,
can be expanded and updated at any time, offers unique optional
extras such as electrification – and can be perfectly tailored to
the respective area of application thanks to its choice of materials.

The waiting areas at
Cork International
Airport’s architecturally sophisticated
terminal were
equipped with crossbar benches
of the take series.
The airport in
Ireland’s second
largest metropolis
is used by five
million passengers
each year.

airport

320 . 321

take in perforated
steel – the light
appearance of the
metal version is
a perfect match for
the airy and openplan architecture
of Brest Bretagne
Airport. Variable
options for rooms:
arranged as benches,
back-to-back or
at right angles.

airport

322 . 323

Robust for heavy
use: take fully
upholstered with
PUR integral foam
at Stuttgart Airport –
comfortable seating
for 930 travellers,
back-to-back or in
rows of ten.

Cancún Airport
also benefits from
take. Thanks to
the PUR double
upholstery finish,
the 1.600 seats
in Terminal 3 are
very elegant,
yet resilient and
durable.

airport

324 . 325

Modular, safe, innovative.
The premium waiting room range with
lots of extras.

take
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

take – that means the highest standard of waiting: comfortable
and safe for the guest, flexible and easy to service for the operator.
The modular system is available in twelve different upholstered
and non-upholstered versions, offering additional innovative
options such as electrification or digital advertising.

airport . take

326 . 327

Thanks to its modular structure, take is very adaptable: the system
can be connected at right angles, back-to-back or in rows one
behind the other. The individual elements, such as seats, armrests or tables, are affixed to two parallel aluminium profiles with
a compression joint. This allows for any type or variation – for
example, the gaps between the seats can be adjusted. And subsequent conversions or expansions are no problem either.

The advantage of
the modular design:
individual parts
can simply be
swapped without
taking apart the
whole row.

airport . take

328 . 329

Add to this the right material for every requirement: take with
wood finish, HPL coating, fabric, leather or synthetic leather
upholstery, or the particularly sturdy and vandalism-proof PUR
integral foam. The perforated steel finish offers additional security:
thanks to its transparency, unattended luggage can be detected
much better, for example. All materials meet stringent fire protection standards. And the upholstered versions allow for additional
design variations: in addition to the comprehensive Brunner
colour range, individual colours can also be produced on request.

Robust and
transparent: seat/
back with perforated steel finish,
optionally coated
in black, aluminium
silver or metallic
anthracite.

330 . 331

airport . take

Inviting and
natural: the
wood version.

The HPL coating
is available in a
variety of colours.

Optional: take can also be equipped with power supply via power
sockets, easy to reach, mounted under the seat or at the table elements. Here, waiting passengers can recharge their mobile phones
or hook up their laptops. Either with unlimited access or with
authentication via an electronic RFID chip card. take can also be
equipped with digital flat-screen displays. For broadcasting operator information or as an advertising platform.

Power supply at
the seat: either
unlimited or – as
in this example –
limited though
an RFID chip card.

Invisible, yet easily
accessible: power
sockets at the table
elements.

airport . take

332 . 333

window . 342
taceo . 352
buena nova . 364

care
The perfect help for health and care: high-quality furniture that meets
the specific requirements of people requiring assistance and care on
the one hand, and of care service employees on the other hand, making
life easier for everyone. The Brunner care models offer special solutions
for the increasingly important health and care sector: a variety of highly
comfortable furniture convincing, in particular, with their elaborate
construction and many helpful details. For example, the supportive
upholstery, covers that are easy to clean and thus facilitate hygienic
measures, arm-rests with extra grip and much more. And why do we
offer such a large number of different colours and designs? To make care
and life simpler, a bit more beautiful and comfortable.

334 . 335

Comfort and hygiene are of particular importance in the care
sector: to safeguard the welfare and health of patients and people
who need intensive care. The many sophisticated functions of
our furniture therefore ensure that all specifications can be fulfilled
with less effort, that the staff can save time, and that the users are
more comfortable in the process. And nevertheless, these products
don’t just come across as functional – on the contrary, they are
pieces of feel-good furniture, made from natural materials and in
cozy colours.

The Centre Hospitalier
Neuro-Psychiatrique
in Ettelbruck
(Luxembourg) chose
furniture in warm,
cozy colours in all
areas of the building.
The picture shows
the casino, equipped
with the taceo series
as well as the patient
lounge with the opus
recliner.

care

336 . 337

The rooms in the
Bethanien Hospital
in Frankfurt/Main
are bright and
welcoming.
To complement this
look, the patient
rooms were equipped with chairs of
the milanolight
series – creating a
contemporary,
pleasant ambience.

care

338 . 339

Klinikum rechts
der Isar. Highquality furniture
creates an
unusually homely
atmosphere
in patient rooms,
cafeterias and
waiting areas.

The hospital
chose the tables
and chairs
from the taceo
and window
series.

care

340 . 341

window
Design: Martin Ballendat

State-of-the-art technology to meet the
highest standards.
Care series in moulded wood.
window is especially popular wherever people care for other
people, since this series is comfortable yet easy to maintain and
handle. As the name suggests, window features a window in
the back, making it particularly convenient for moving and lifting
the chair. This is also the reason for the comfortable bouncing
of the backrest.

window consists
of only three parts:
the seat and back
shells and the
legs combine to
form a clever,
self-supporting
construction
without frames.

342 . 343

care . window

A safe grip:
the ergonomically
shaped armrest facilitates
easy getting up.

The window series shows what’s possible: the seat and back shells
ensure pure seating comfort, while the grips at the end of the
arm-rests facilitate getting up. Optimal hygiene: the seat and back
covers are easily removable and washable; e.g. the back cover only
needs to be lifted. And the high degree of functionality of course
also applies to the tables in the series: whether as a four-legged
model or with central column, these models offer a lot of legroom
and can accommodate wheelchairs.

care . window

344 . 345

With the recliner, window provides for particular relaxation:
you slide into the most comfortable position of your choice,
progressively adjustable from a seated to a lying position.
The movement of the back and leg rests is synchronised and
is supported by a comfortable gas spring. For an overall good
feeling: a wooden base and closed arm-rests.

High seating
comfort due to
the ergonomically
shaped back and
the special upholstery structure,
flexibility through
the removable
headrest, a handle
for easy moving.

346 . 347

care . window

All frame
versions are
made of 100%
beech wood
from sustainable forestry.
Consistent and
ecological.

Sturdy yet lightweight: like all models in the window series,
the bench and armchair also boast clear forms – their geometrical
shapes emphasise aspects of modern, light architecture.

care . window
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3412
3441/A

3422
3412/A

3432/A

3442/A

3422/A

3433/A

3443/A

Stacking chairs
Bonded laminated beech wood
frame, clear lacquered or stained,
bonded laminated beech wood
arm-rests, clear lacquered or stained,
upholstered seat, back without
upholstery or fully upholstered

High-back chairs
Bonded laminated beech wood
frame, clear lacquered or stained,
bonded laminated beech wood
arm-rests, open or closed,
upholstered, clear lacquered or
stained, fully upholstered seat
and backrest

Armchairs and benches
Bonded laminated beech wood
frame, clear lacquered or stained,
bonded laminated beech wood
arm-rests, clear lacquered or stained,
open or closed, upholstered,
fully upholstered seat and backrest

3460/O
3471/O

3456/V

3481/O

3458/V

Table with central column, fourlegged table
Sofa end table, modular table
bonded laminated beech wood frame,
wooden parts clear lacquered or
stained, centre-column table,
steel sheet, with anthracite metallic
coating

Recliner
Bonded laminated beech wood
frame, bonded laminated beech wood
arm-rests clear lacquered or stained,
open or closed, upholstered,
fully upholstered seat and backrest

window . Overview

350 . 351

taceo
Design: Martin Ballendat

Functional, ergonomic, homely.
Care series for the discerning.
taceo encourages you to adopt an ergonomic sitting position,
upright with good support for the back. taceo offers comfort
in every respect, with outstanding padding for greater comfort.
At the same time, the curved arm-rests are easy to grip, making
getting up and sitting down easier. The tables and chairs of this
series offer plenty of options, but still create a formal whole.
A typical feature are the rounded foot profiles. And an integrated
steel element does away with the need for frames. That makes
the tables freely accessibly for wheelchair users.

Brilliant contrast.
Die-cast parts
link upholstery
and arm-rest.

352 . 353

care . taceo

For harmonious living spaces: taceo combines contemporary
design with comfortable homeliness. This is possible thanks to
the clever use of state-of-the-art materials and processing technologies such as the innovative mesh upholstery: breathable, flexible
and very aesthetic. The high-back chair is also available in two
upholstery designs and two back heights.

care . taceo

354 . 355

Innovative mesh
back in light beige,
chestnut brown,
anthracite grey.

Contemporary materials make the armchairs extraordinarily
comfortable as well. The innovative mesh fabric is knitted from
resilient Trevira CS fibre in one piece. It comfortably and flexibly
adjusts to the user’s back, is breathable, easy to clean and has
a sophisticated look. Additional ergonomic support: headrest
and lumbar support.

356 . 357

care . taceo

Adjusts to any requirement: the reclining chair supports the back –
in any position. It can be progressively adjusted from a seated
to a recumbent position. The movement of the back and leg rest
is synchronised and is supported by a gas spring. Making getting
up and leaning back effortless.

A handle and
lockable casters
guarantee effortless moving and
safe standing.

care . taceo

358 . 359

Maximum user comfort: Whether as armchair or bench – thanks to
the outstanding upholstery, even long sitting is a pleasure. And later
on the open arm-rests make getting up easier.

8333/AN
8331/AN

8322
8312

8322/A

8312/B

8339/AN

8312/A

8322/AN

8312/AB

8337/AN

Stacking chairs
Bonded laminated beech wood frame,
bonded laminated beech wood
arm-rests, clear lacquered or stained,
upholstered seat, removable seat,
back without upholstery

Stacking chairs
Bonded laminated beech wood frame,
bonded laminated beech wood
arm-rests with clear lacquered or
stained, or walnut arm-rests with matt
varnish, upholstered seat, removable
seat, back fully upholstered

Stacking chairs
Bonded laminated beech wood frame,
bonded laminated beech wood
arm-rests, clear lacquered or stained,
upholstered seat, removable seat,
back with handle cut-out and double
upholstery

Easy chair and high-back chairs
Bonded laminated beech wood frame,
bonded laminated beech wood
arm-rests with clear lacquered or
stained, or walnut arm-rests with matt
varnish, upholstered seat, removable
seat, back fully upholstered or with
mesh, light beige, chestnut brown or
anthracite grey

8378/1
8341/A
8351/A

Lounge armchair
Bonded laminated beech wood frame,
bonded laminated beech wood
arm-rests, clear lacquered or stained,
upholstered seat, removable seat,
back with mesh, light beige,
chestnut brown or anthracite grey

8356/V

Reclining chair
Round steel tube frame with
four lockable casters,
coated frame, bonded laminated
beech wood arm-rests,
clear lacquered or stained,
backrest bracket of coated round
steel tube, fully upholstered
seat and backrest

8361/AN

8371/0

8362/AN

8381/1

Armchairs and benches
Bonded laminated beech wood frame,
clear lacquered or stained,
walnut front arm-rests, matt varnish
or beech clear lacquered or stained,
seat, back and arm-rests fully
upholstered

Four-legged table with centre
column
four-legged table, coffee table,
bonded laminated beech wood frame,
clear lacquered or stained,
Thermopal HPL table top surface,
beech veneer with clear lacquered
or stained or walnut veneer with
matt varnish

taceo . Overview

362 . 363

buena nova
Design: LSS designer

Elegant functionality.
Solid wood furniture for living areas and
cafeterias.
buena nova: simple forms, sophisticated seating. An elegant
series fit for daily use, with a strict and classic design. Instead it is
extremely comfortable – with countless possible uses in social
service scenarios. Outstanding workmanship, appealing materials
and a linear design – this solid wooden furniture is comfortable
and durable.

buena nova with
straight arm-rests
and optionally
with an upholstered frame for even
more comfort.

care . buena nova

364 . 365

buena nova boasts many functional details that make life easier:
the high arm-rests with grips provide good support for standing
up, as does the elevated seating position. The tables can accommodate wheelchairs – and are a natural match for the design line with
their reduced design.

Better grip:
the formally
distinct grip –
makes getting
up easier.

A good framework:
the handle simplifies
the use of the chair
and makes the covers
more hygienic.

366 . 367

care . buena nova

326/B
306

326/AB

316

326/ABK

Stacking chairs
Beech solid wood,
clear lacquered or stained,
without upholstery,
with seat cushion or
optionally with upholstered frame,
backrest without upholstery,
invisibly fixed

Stacking chairs
Beech solid wood,
clear lacquered or stained,
straight arm-rests or
arm-rests with grips,
with seat cushion or
optionally with upholstered frame,
upholstered backrest,
with backrest bracket,
invisibly fixed

All chairs in the buena nova series can
be stacked up to five chairs high.

340/AB
340/ABK

336/B
336/AB

371/0

336/ABK

373/0

High-back chair
Beech solid wood,
clear lacquered or stained,
straight arm-rests or
arm-rests with grips,
with seat cushion or
optionally with upholstered frame,
upholstered backrest,
backrest bracket, invisibly fixed

High-back chair
Beech solid wood,
clear lacquered or stained,
straight arm-rests or
arm-rests with grips,
with seat cushion or
optionally with upholstered frame,
extra tall upholstered backrest,
backrest bracket,
backrest invisibly fixed

Four-legged tables
Beech solid wood, one side tapered,
dovetailed butt-joined frame
(model 373/0),
embedded support plates
underneath (model 371/0),
Thermopal HPL table top surface
beech veneer clear lacquered
or stained

buena nova . Overview
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Design and finish:
with these and
many more
aspects we see
to it that the staff
can fulfill the
hygienic requirements better
and more easily.

Disinfectantresistant surfaces
with HPL coating,
PUR or wood
sealed with water
varnish.

Hygiene

Tables with
HPL surfaces are
particularly
robust and easy
to clean. Real
wood look also
available.

A clean solution:
hygiene is a top priority in care homes and
hospitals.
In social institutions such as hospitals and nursing homes, hygiene
is of key importance: it is where a large number of people live
together and where many carers work hand in hand, resulting in a
particularly high risk of infection. This is further aggravated by
other factors such as incontinence among patients in need of care,
frequent patient changes and increasingly multi-resistent germs.
Therefore, strict rules apply – in hospitals, for example, daily cleaning, or rather wiping disinfection of furniture. That means high
requirements on the product: the surfaces need to be disinfectantresistant, the covers need to be easy to remove and washable
or wipable in a way that maintains their disinfectant-resistance.
For this purpose, we use special cover materials with a waterresistant membrane, such as the malaga or the Spectrum CARE
collection. But an appropriate design and a high-quality finish
also contribute to hygiene: fully closed surfaces, for example, repel
liquids, viruses and bacteria.

Back and upholstery
covers can easily
be removed and
cleaned. Advantage:
the chair remains
fully operational
in the meantime.
A special waterresistant layer
prevents water
from entering the
upholstery.

The frameless
construction
has fewer surfaces
to gather
dusts, facilitating
cleaning.

care . Hygiene

370 . 371
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Trinity College, London (UK)
TV Nova (CZ)
Umdasch AG , Amstetten (A)
Unifor, St. Ouen Cedex (F)
Unilever (UK)
University College of London, London (UK)
Veranstaltungszentrum Zehnerhaus, Bad Radkersburg (A)
VTB Bank, Moskau (RU)
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event
Accor Hotels (Europe-wide)
Arbeiterkammer, Feldkirch (A)
Arena auf Schalke, Gelsenkirchen (D)
Arena Nord, Frederikshavn (DK)
Armasuisse, Frauenfeld (CH)
Auditorium der Bündner Kantonalbank, Chur (CH)
Steigenberger Avance Hotel, Krems (A)
Brenner´s Parkhotel, Baden-Baden (D)
Burgsaal Thun AG, Gemeinde u. Seminarzentrum, Thun (CH)
Casino Kursaal Interlaken, Interlaken (CH)
Clyde Bergemann, Wesel (D)
Congress-Hotel Seepark, Thun (CH)
Deutsche Bahn, Berlin (D)
Donauhalle, Zwentendorf (A)
E-Plus Mobilfunk, Düsseldorf (D)
Erzdiözese Wien, Zwettlerhof (A)
Espace Grimaldi, Monaco (F)
Eurexpo Sepelcom, Lyon (F)
Europapark, Rust (D)
Evangelisches Augustinerkloster, Erfurt (D)
Fachhochschule Braunschweig, Wolfenbüttel (D)
Fachhochschule Hildesheim, Holzminden (D)
Fachhochschule, Bereich Wirtschaft, Technik u. Gestaltung Trier (D)
Fachhochschule, Infrastrukturgebäude, Dortmund (D)
Ferry Porsche Congress, Zell am See (A)
FOM Hochschule für Ökonomie und Management, München (D)
Forum Horsens, Horsens (DK)
Frauenkirche, Dresden (D)
Gemeinde Bad Gastein (A)

Gemeinde Flachau (A)
Gemeinde Kundl (A)
Gemeinde St. Georgen an der Gusen (A)
Gemeinde- und Seminarzentrum, Thun (CH)
Gemeindesaal und MZ-Halle, Ennetbürgen (CH)
Golfhotel de Saint Samson, Pleumeur Bodgou (F)
Gramaphon, Gramastetten (A)
Hessisches Ministerium für Kunst u. Wissenschaft, Wiesbaden (D)
Hochschule Offenburg (D)
Hofburg, Wien (A)
Hôtel Concorde, Berlin (D)
Hotel Geras, Geras, (A)
Hotel Holiday Inn, Mulhouse (F)
Hotel Kempinski River Park, Bratislava (SK)
Hotel Les Trois Rois, Basel (CH)
Hotel Steigenberger Herrengasse, Wien (A)
InterContinental Hotel Group, London (UK)
Irish World Academy of Music and Dance, Limerick (IRL)
Israelische Religionsgemeinschaft, Leipzig (D)
Jugendherberge Köln-Riehl, Köln (D)
Justizgebäude Nürnberg (D)
Kameha Grand Hotel, Bonn (D)
Kildemarkscentret, Næstved (DK)
Kongress Bad Hofgastein (A)

Kongresshotel Astoria, Luzern (CH)
Kulturhuset Islands Brygge, København (DK)
Kulturräume Stadthalle Gütersloh (D)
Lambertikirche Oldenburg (D)
Landesmusikschule, Vöcklabruck (A)
Landratsamt Eichstätt Kreistag, Eichstätt (D)
Landschaftsverband Westfalen, Münster (D)
LTU-Arena, Düsseldorf (D)
Maritim Hotelgruppe (Europe-wide)
Mercedes (UK)
Messe Berlin (D)
Messe Düsseldorf (D)
Messe Friedrichshafen (D)
Neue Messe, Stuttgart (D)
Notarkammer, Köln (D)
Odense Idrætspark (DK)
OM Pharma, Genève-Meyrin (CH)
Paris Expo (F)
Paris Expo Cnit, Paris La Défense (F)
Paris Expo Coeur Défense, Paris La Défense (F)
Paris Expo Espace Grande Arche, Paris La Défense (F)
Paris Expo Porte de Versailles, Paris (F)
Radisson SAS Hotel Hamburg (D)
Radisson SAS Hotel, Berlin (D)
Radisson SAS Hotel, Luzern (CH)
Rezidor Hotel Group (Europe-wide)
Römerhalle, Mautern (A)
Médiathèque de l'ouest, Lingolsheim (F)

Salle communale de Troinex, Genève-Troinex (CH)
Salle des Fêtes de Soufflenheim (F)
Schader Stiftung, Darmstadt (D)
Skoda Universität, Mlada Boleslav (CZ)
Sol Melia Hotel Group, London (UK)
Sparkasse Aschaffenburg (D)
Sparkasse Detmold (D)
Sparkasse Karlsruhe (D)
Stadthalle Bitburg (D)
Stadthalle Esslingen (D)
Stadttheater, Kultur- und Kongresszentrum, Olten (CH)
Steuerberaterkammer, Freiburg (D)
Stiftung Deutsches Hygienemuseum, Dresden (D)
Theater, Dortmund (D)
Tiergarten, Schönbrunn (A)
TÜV Akademie München (D)
Universität, Landau (D)
Varusschlacht im Osnabrücker Land, Museum u. Park Kalkriese (D)
Vejle Centret – Idrættens Hus, Vejle (DK)
Wirtschaftskammer Niederösterreich, St. Pölten (A)
Wirtschaftskammer Schwechat
WKO, Kufstein (A)
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cafeteria . lounge
Air France – Roissy, Toulouse (F)
Auchan, Villeneuve d‘ascq (F)
BAA (UK)
BMW Group, München (D)
Brenner´s Parkhotel LA8, Baden-Baden (D)
British Airport Authority, London (UK)
Bundesagentur für Arbeit, München (D)
Caisse Federale Du Credit Mutuel Centre Est Europe, Strasbourg (F)
Chanel, Neuilly sur Seine (F)
Clyde Bergemann, Wesel (D)
Conergy Solar Module, Frankfurt Oder (D)
Congress Hotel Spa Einstein, St. Gallen (CH)
Credit Mutuel, Strasbourg (F)
Croix Rouge Francaise, Paris (F)
Daimler Chrysler AG, Wörth (D)
Danfoss Universe, Nordborg (DK)
DHBW – Duale Hochschule Baden-Württemberg, Ravensburg (D)
EnBW Systeme Infrstruktur, Stuttgart (D)
EnBW, Karlsruhe (D)
E-Plus Mobilfunk, Düsseldorf (D)
Fachhochschule, Bereich Wirtschaft, Technik u. Gestaltung Trier (D)
HKW Hannover (D)
Hochschule Offenburg (D)

Infoscore, Baden-Baden (D)
Intercontinental Hotel Group, (UK)
Karlsruher Institut für Techologie Campus Süd, Karlsruhe (D)
Kendro Laboratory Products, Langenselbold (D)
Kildemarkscentret, Næstved (DK)
KOMSA Kommunikation Sachsen AG, Hartmannsdorf (D)
LBBW, Karlsruhe (D)
LSV, Landshut (D)
LVA Baden-Württemberg, Karlsruhe (D)
Max-Planck Institut für Kohlenforschung, Mühlheim a.d. Ruhr (D)
Mercedes Benz World (UK)
Ministère des Finances, Paris Bercy (F)
Music Foundation, London (UK)
Network Rail, London (UK)
Peugeot, La Garenne Colombes, Poissy (F)
Regierungspräsidium, Stuttgart (D)
REWE Köln (D)
Robert Bosch, Gerlingen (D)
Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Penzberg (D)
Royal Festival Hall, London (UK)
Royal Lancaster Hotel, London (UK)
Salzgitter Stahl AG, Salzgitter (D)
Schwenninger BKK, Villingen-Schwenningen (D)
Siemens, Russland (RU)
Societe Generale Asset Management, Paris La Défense (F)
Sparkasse, Karlsruhe (D)
Studentenwerk Siegen, Zentralmensa, Siegen-Weidenau (D)
The Landmark Hotel, London (UK)
Triplex Mensa, Heidelberg (D)
Tubelines, London (UK)
Umdasch AG, Amstetten (A)
Universitätsklinik Dermatologie, Essen (D)
Unternehmensverband Westfalen Mitte, Hamm (D)

airport

education . culture

Airport Acapulco, (MEX)
Airport Arlanda, (S)
Airport Brest, (F)
Airport Bromma, (S)
Airport Cairo, Terminal 3 (EG)
Airport Cancún, new Passenger Terminal (MEX)
Airport Cork, new Terminal (IRL)
Airport Hurghada (EG)
Airport João Paulo II, Ponta Delgada Azores, Portugal (P)
Airport Mazatlán, (MEX)
Airport Podgorica, new Terminal (MNE)
Airport Skylink, Wien (A)
Airport Stuttgart (D)
Airport Swaziland, Kingdom of Swaziland (SZ)
Airport Tirana (AL)
Airport Tivat, Montenegro (MNE)
Airport Valerio Catullo di Verona (I)
Baden-Airpark, Karlsruhe (D)
East Midlands Airport, Nottingham (UK)
Leifur Eiriksson Air Terminal, Keflavik International Airport (IS)
Lufthansa Briefing Centre, Airport Frankfurt (DE)
Orio Al Serio, Airport Milano Bergamo (I)

Bibliothèque Universitaire de Médecine Créteil (F)
Bibliothèque Universitaire de Rennes, Rennes (F)
Bibliothèque Universitaire Paris XII, Créteil (F)
Campus Sursee (CH)
City and Islington College, London (UK)
Jugend-Kultur-Kirche, Frankfurt (D)
Kings College (UK)
Mediathèque de Reims, Reims (F)
National Theatre, London (UK)
Royal Festival Hall, London (UK)
Ruhr-Universität, Bochum (D)
St Andrews University (UK)
Stadttheater, Kultur- und Kongresszentrum, Olten (CH)
Studentenwerk Dortmund (D)
Universität Bremen (D)
University College of London (UK)
Wallraf-Richartz-Museum, Köln (D)
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care
AH, Imst (A)
Altenpflegeheim Seekirchen, Salzburg (A)
Arbeiterwohlfahrt, Moers (D)
Asklepios Kliniken (Germany-wide)
Bad Häring (A)
Betreutes Wohnen Kabelwerk (A)
Bürgerspital, Basel (CH)
Caritas Hospiz, Berlin-Pankow (D)
Caritas, Köln (D)
Caritas-Altenheim Klostereiche, Arnsberg (D)
Cipa Berbourg (LU)
Cipa Grevenmacher (LU)
Diakonie Rheinland-Westfalen-Lippe, Münster (D)
Diakonie, Düsseldorf, Essen (D)
Dronning Anne-Marie Centret, Frederiksberg (DK)
Franziskus Kliniken (D)
Generale de Sante, Le Bourget (F)
Geriatrisches Krankenhaus der Stadt Graz, Steiermark (A)
Helios Kliniken (Germany-wide)
Hirslanden Kliniken, Aarau, Zürich, Bern (CH)
Hôpital de la Tour, Genève-Meyrin (CH)
Hôpital Georges Pompidou, Paris (F)
Hôpitaux Universitaires, Strasbourg, Brest, Laval (F)
Institut Pour Deficients Sensoriels Fondation
Le Phare, Illzach (F)

Kliniken Essen Mitte, Essen (D)
Klinikum Offenbach (D)
Kloster St. Josef, Trier (D)
London Bridge Hospital (UK)
Maison de Retraite la Providence, Mayenne (F)
MDR la Fontaine aux Roses, Mirebeaux sur Beze (F)
NHS (UK)
Orthopädisches Spital, Wien (A)
Pflegezentrum Sebastianspital, Nürnberg (D)
Plejehjemmet Johannesgaarden, København (DK)
Psychosomatik, Bochum (D)
REHA, Basel (CH)
Residence les Violettes, Kingersheim (F)
Seniorenresidenz Niederfeld, Mannheim (D)
St. Remigiushaus, Wuppertal (D)
Städtisches Seniorenheim, Berlin (D)
Tingbjerghjemmet, København (DK)
Universitätsklinikum, Freiburg (D)
USZ UniversitätsSpital, Zürich (CH)
Zentrum Elisabeth, Walchwil (CH)

Products according to areas of application

universal
cross
fina
jump
linos
milanoclassic
milanoflair
milanolight
milanolight comfort
plaza
prime
sleight
sleight ultralight
trust
verona
ungers

office
drive
finasoft
milanosoft
MIS
sereno
spira
spira.sit
state
tempuro
tempus
too
too 2.0
torino
event
alite
eagle
first class
first line
first place
fox
golf
kassel
sting
tool
tool 2
twice

cafeteria
bright
clear
salsa
spring
twin
we_meet
we_talk

airport
take
care
buena nova
taceo
window

lounge
cala
finalounge
grato
havana
meet
milanolounge
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International

Brunner Head Office

Subsidiary

Germany
Brunner GmbH
Im Salmenkopf 10
D-77866 Rheinau
T. +49 78 44. 40 20
F. +49 78 44. 40 28 0
info@brunner-group.com
www.brunner-group.com

France
Arro
Zone Artisanale
16, rue du Ried
67720 Weyersheim
T. +33 38 8. 68 13 14
F. +33 38 8. 68 10 56
info@arro-mobilier.fr
www.arro-mobilier.fr

Great Britain
Brunner UK Limited
Morelands . 5-23 Old Street
GB-London . EC1V 9HL
T. +44 20. 73 09 64 00
F. +44 20. 73 09 64 01
sales@brunner-uk.com
www.brunner-group.com

Switzerland
Sedorama AG
Wegmühlegässli 8/CP 316
CH-3072 Ostermundigen 2
T. +41 31. 9 32 22 32
F. +41 31. 9 32 22 64
info@sedorama.ch
www.sedorama.ch

Partners in Europe
Austria
Selmer GmbH
Objekteinrichtungen
Wenger Straße 3
A-5203 Köstendorf
T. +43 62 16. 20 21 0
F. +43 62 16. 20 21 06 0
info@selmer.at
www.selmer.at

Denmark . Norway
Contract +
Violvänget 34, Nr. Lyndelse
DK-5792 Aarslev
T. +45 63. 90 00 57
F. +45 63. 90 00 67
info@contractplus.dk
www.contractplus.dk

Netherlands . Belgium
Brunner Projektmeubelen
Postfach 31
NL-5050 AA Goirle
T. +31 13 5. 34 91 67
F. +31 13 5. 34 01 65
info@brunner.nl

Spain
Brunner España
Sabina Cañameras 7 2° A
E-08195 Sant Cugat del Vallés
Barcelona
T. +34 93 5. 84 64 35
M. +34 65 4. 73 77 14
F. +34 93 5. 84 64 35
jpascual@brunner.es

In der Alten Heumühle
Heumühlgasse 9/69
A-1040 Wien
T. +43 15 85. 15 25 20
F. +43 15 85. 15 25 60
heumuehle@selmer.at
www.selmer.at
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Design prizes and awards

alite
· DDC Designpreis für Gute
Gestaltung 2010
· GOOD DESIGN 2009
· iF product design award 2010
· Designpreis Bundesrepublik
Deutschland 2011
Nominiert/Nominee
drive swivel chair
· Innovationspreis 2000
architektur + office
der AIT
fina
· iF product design award 2008
· DDC Designpreis für
Gute Gestaltung 2007
· Designpreis Bundesrepublik
Deutschland 2009 –
Nominiert/Nominee
fina lounge
· Interior innovation award 2011

milanolight
· Auszeichnung 2005
DDC Designpreis
für Gute Gestaltung

taceo
· Auszeichnung –
Innovationspreis
architektur + health

salsa
· silber award 2008
DDC Designpreis
für Gute Gestaltung
· Designpreis Bundesrepublik
Deutschland 2010 –
Nominiert/Nominee

tempus
· GOOD DESIGN 2008
· Designpreis Bundesrepublik
Deutschland 2009/2010
Nominiert/Nominee
· silber award 2007
DDC Designpreis
für Gute Gestaltung
· Auszeichnung –
Innovationspreis
architektur + office
· iF product design award 2007

sleight ultralight
· iF product design award 2008
· Innovationspreis 2006
architecture + office
der AIT
· Designpreis Bundesrepublik
Deutschland 2009 –
Nominiert/Nominee

too 2.0
· iF product design award 2010
· focus Open 2009 silver award
· Designpreis Bundesrepublik
Deutschland 2011
Nominiert/Nominee
trust
· iF product design award 2009
· Designpreis Bundesrepublik
Deutschland 2010
Nominiert/Nominee

Notes
Please consult the current price list for details, prices and terms
of business. Technical modifications, errors and colour variations
reserved. Some models are depicted as special editions that are
subject to an extra charge.
Wood is a natural product. For our furniture series we use only
high-quality beech wood from sustainable forest management.
Despite carefully selecting the wood, colour variations may occur.
Differences in colour and structure are not a valid return reason
but an expression of the individual character of wooden furniture.
For the real wood table tops of beech veneer tables, so-called sliced
veneers are used that are generally of a different colour than solid
wood, which is used for the table legs. We therefore recommend
stained table tops, edges and legs.
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Impressum
Product design:
Archirivolto Design
Brunner Werksdesign
E. Hansen, G. Reichert
Francesco Zaccone
Justus Kolberg
Martin Ballendat
Prof. Dr. O.M. Ungers
Prof. Thomas M. Fürst
Roland Schmidt, LSS designer
Wolfgang C. R. Mezger
Photography:
Axel Bleyer, Ohlsbach
bildhübsche fotografie . Andreas Körner, Stuttgart
Christian Nielinger, Essen
Elke Röbken Fotografie, Darmstadt
Jürgen Mai, Darmstadt
Kameha Grand, Bonn
niko design . Nikolay Kazakov, Karlsruhe
Stephan Marquardt Fotografie, Oberursel
Thorsten Arendt, Münster
Werbefoto Robold, Villingen-Schwenningen
Werner Huthmacher Fotografie, Berlin
Text:
petra blank text, Darmstadt
Alexandra Dankert, Darmstadt
Design:
antes und merkle . büro für gestaltung, Darmstadt
Picture editing:
Yellow 4media GmbH, Darmstadt
Print:
B&K Offsetdruck GmbH, Ottersweier
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